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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
New River Community and Technical College began the campus master
planning process in March 2016 by conducting a visioning session with the
Steering Committee. The purpose of the visioning process was to gather
information about the College, programs, and culture, and to provide an open
forum about the development of facilities and future plans for the institution.
The discussions during this initial meeting produced several themes that
guided the development of the Master Plan:
□ The master plan needs to address how the College’s vision will assimilate the
decrease in enrollment.
□ The master plan needs to evaluate the existing buildings and make

recommendations for renovation and maintenance of these selected
buildings.
□ The master plan needs to address the future of New River CTC’s newly
acquired USDA property, which is located on Airport Rd close to the main
Raleigh County Campus building.
□ The master plan needs to designate space for new buildings in the future.

Throughout the years, New River CTC has acquired several properties in four
counties in West Virginia: Nicholas, Raleigh, Greenbrier, and Mercer. The vast
geographical reach of these properties are a tremendous asset to the college.
These properties contribute greatly to the programs and offerings of the
college.
In the past eight years, New River CTC has moved into a new location in
Mercer County, acquired a new property with many possibilities in Raleigh
County, built the main Raleigh County Campus in Beaver, moved into the
Ghent Advanced Technology Center, renovated the Arts and Science Building
in Lewisburg, and has undertaken several smaller projects to ensure the
learning environment of their students is meaningful and enjoyable.
Since the implementation of the projects listed above, New River CTC needs to
evaluate their existing building needs and plan for the maintenance and future
of the underutilized and/or older buildings.
The attached Master Plan document indicates the strategy to implement the
vision noted above. Existing facilities were evaluated to quantify and prioritize
needs. Enrollment, demographics, and program offerings were examined to
determine realistic requirements for new and replacement facilities. All of the
needs were then prioritized, and a timing, phasing, and cost analysis for the
plans were developed. The outcome of this process is a realistic strategy to
guide the development of New River Community and Technical College in a
manner that supports the priorities and vision of the college.
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RALEIGH COUNTY CAMPUS ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The main Raleigh County Campus building is located in Beaver, WV
located just off of I‐64 East exit 125B. This new building was constructed
in 2014 and consists of approximately 55,000 sqft.
Prior to construction of the new building, New River CTC was leasing
several buildings around Beckley which did not have sufficient or
appropriate space to house offices or to meet the technical education
needs of the community. A new location was needed with the proper
space to both meet the needs of the education mission and allow capacity
for growth, which was the highest priority of the college.
The Raleigh County Campus consists of classrooms, computer classrooms,
several science labs, IVN classrooms, faculty offices, as well as the main
administration offices for New River CTC. The design features a rotunda
which multi‐functions as student space, event space, and the main
entrance for the building. The building’s materials consist of brick on the
exterior, gypsum board walls and vinyl tile for the interior. The building is
fully sprinklered.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
The building entrance was brought up several times during the campus
forum. The main Rotunda entrance is not in close proximity to either
parking lot, so most faculty, staff, and students use the back entrance
that is connected to a classroom hallway. This rear entrance does not
have automated ADA operators, and the main entrance is a long walk
from the handicapped parking spaces.
The parking lot and entrances cause confusion for first time visitors. In
response, enhancing the amount of directional parking lot signage is
suggested. Also, directional signage is located on I‐64, but once exiting
the interstate, more directional signage is needed to direct visitors onto
Airport Road.
INTERIOR
Being a new building, the interior finishes are in good condition. The
interior signage is becoming the standard for New River CTC and they are
in the process of updating other campuses with this signage to increase
consistency. During construction, most of the student lounge furniture
was deleted for cost savings, and students have a difficult time finding a
place to rest between classes. New student lounge furniture is
recommended.
CAMPUS FORUM
The comments about the Raleigh County Campus mainly consisted of the
need for student gathering areas with comfortable seating and
directional signage for the entrance and parking lots.
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ELECTRICAL
The electrical system consists of a pad mounted transformer located
behind the building that feeds a 2000A 277/480V 3ph Square D Main
Switchboard on the interior of the back of the building. This switchboard
then feeds a 1200A 277/480V 3ph switchboard on the second story,
several smaller panel, and dry type transformers throughout the building.
The electrical system is in good condition. Electrical panel clearances
have not been maintained in some of the data closets as the
telecommunications infrastructure has been installed or expanded.
The building has a 2014 Cummins 200KW 277/480V 3ph diesel generator
that handles the emergency lighting loads and elevator. The generator
has two circuit breakers that feed two automatic transfer switches. One
transfer switch is for a distribution panel the serves emergency lighting
and the other transfer switch is for a panel for the elevator. The exterior
LED wallpacks have integral emergency drivers.
The lighting in the building is mostly recessed fluorescent and LED type.
There are some linear pendants is some areas and linear fluorescent strip
fixture in electrical/mechanical spaces. The lighting control consists of a
combination of lighting control panel with pushbutton overrides and
occupancy sensors. Exterior lighting is handled with LED wallpacks and
~20’ area pole lights.
The fire alarm control panel is an Edwards EST3. This fire alarm control
panel communicates with wall mounted and ceiling mounted notification
devices and wall mounted pull stations. There are also remote
annunciator panels with voice communication capability in the center
round lobby and the security office. This system is not in need of any
updates.
MECHANICAL
The new HVAC system included Trane Intellipak rooftop units with DX
cooling and gas heating (medium pressure gas regulated at each unit).
The units were either single zone VAV or provided with single duct VAV
terminal units with electric reheat. The building was mostly plenum
return. Most classrooms appeared to have individual thermostatic
control; offices and corridors were zoned together. Entrance vestibules
were provided with electric wall heaters. There is a Trane Tracer SC
building automation system with a computer workstation in a
maintenance storage room. The BAS utilized room temperature sensors
and several occupancy sensors. Most science classrooms were furnished
with fume exhaust hoods. Individual exhaust fans were provided for
each hood with the fan control switch at the hood. Exhaust ductwork
appeared to be stainless steel; exhaust fans were not variable speed but
were provided with inline filter cabinets, discharge blast gates for
balancing and proper discharge plenums with guy‐wires. Exhaust hoods
were not observed to have current inspection/testing identification. One
teacher stressed his concern to have a fume hood relocated from a
storage closet to the classroom for safety concerns. For clarification,
New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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science classrooms are not science laboratories requiring dedicated
exhaust per sqft. Several flammable storage cabinets were observed and
none were provided with a dedicated, constant exhaust. Consider
providing ventilation if cabinets are used to store flammable and/or
explosive materials. An approved, filter‐type exhaust hood was observed
and deemed compliant; one filter type hood was located on the floor and
not installed or operational. The Radiologic Technology Lab was provided
with lead based/lined walls to protect the surrounding space occupants,
however, the wall separating the occupants within the operation/control
area and the wall separating that space from the adjacent room were not
lead based/lined walls. Proper toilet room and janitor closet exhaust was
observed and operational. Dedicated cooling units were observed in the
large data closets and electrical rooms with transformers.
It is recommended to investigate the completeness of the lead
based/lined walls for the Radiologic Technology Lab.
ELEVATOR
Elevator equipment was brand new with no observable issues. The
elevator equipment room was provided with a split‐system, dedicated
cooling unit. The elevator car was provided with all Fireman’s operation
connections, communications and overrides.
PLUMBING
The domestic water service has backflow prevention. Directly
downstream of the backflow preventers, there are 2 water meters, one
on the main line and the other on the first branch off the main line.
There are two main water heater that serve this facility. Both are 96%
efficient Lochinvar Shield gas water heaters. Both have an ASSE 1017
rated thermostatic mixing valve at each water heater. The leaving hot
water temperature for both water heaters is 117 degrees F. There are
expansion tanks installed on both water heaters as well as a hot water
recirculation systems. The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.
This facility is fed with a 5psi gas line with step‐down regulators at each
fixture that requires gas. The gas meter and main shut‐off valve is directly
outside of this building.
The science lab classrooms are equipped with a safety shower and an eye
wash station. Each sink has a gooseneck type faucet with a gas cock. Each
fume hood has a water and gas cock. The branch sanitary piping serving
the sinks and hoods is rated for acid‐waste use. The sanitary lines
associated with the lab sinks discharge into an acid neutralizing tank
located outside the building. The gas piping serving the science classroom
has a solenoid valve installed directly off the main line and are wired to
an emergency shut‐down switch located in each science classroom.
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There is medical grade compressed air and vacuum system installed to
serve the medical teaching classrooms. They are both in good condition.
The roof drains are in good condition.
Recommendations are to set the leaving temperature of both water
heaters to 140 degrees F. (doing this will eliminate the threat of
legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use
thermostatic mixing valves throughout the facility at each plumbing
fixture requiring hot water. Install ASSE 1071 rated emergency
thermostatic mixing valves on all safety showers and eye wash stations
throughout the facility.
FIRE PROTECTION
The building has a complete fire protection sprinkler system.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The Advanced Technology Center in Ghent, WV is located directly beside
I‐77 at the Ghent exit. The location has high visibility from the interstate.
The building was dedicated in 2010 and consists of approximately 93,000
sqft.
Built in 2002, the building became available to New River CTC that would
allow the college to serve the growing demands for a technically‐skilled
workforce in southern West Virginia. The use of the facility is almost
unlimited, but currently the building offers Industrial Technology,
Electrical Distribution Engineering Technology, Welding Technology, and
Automotive Technology.
The metal building is fully sprinklered and contains 12 overhead garage
doors that allow for a flexibility of uses. The roof leaks in several areas
into the second floor offices, and will need to be repaired in this area
soon.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
A gravel parking lot is in close proximity to the entrance, and a paved
drive circles the building. The entrance does not have automated ADA
operators, but the visitor’s restrooms in the lobby meets ADA
requirements. There is a second story which houses offices, a lunch
room, and storage spaces, but an elevator is not present.
INTERIOR
The building consists of a large work bay that is subdivided into different
programs, classrooms, an IVN room, a student success center, faculty
offices, administrative area, and a student gathering space with
comfortable seating and activities.
ELECTRICAL
The electrical system consists of a pad mounted transformer located
behind the building that feeds a 1000A 277/480V 3ph GE Main
Distribution Panel on the interior of the back of the building. This panel
then feeds several smaller panels and dry type transformers throughout
the main building, a separate welding shop building, and a separate fire
pump building. The electrical system is in good condition. The jockey
pump controller in the fire pump building panel was the only item that
showed deterioration with the entire bottom of the panel interior
covered in rust.
The building has a 2001 Cummins 450KW 277/480V 3ph diesel generator
that mainly handles the emergency lighting loads and a separate fire
pump building that is currently inoperable. Emergency lighting handled
by the generator is also supplemented by wall mounted emergency lights
and integral emergency lights with most exit signs. The exit signs have
remote heads that handle the exterior emergency lighting at exit doors.
New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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The welding shop does not have any emergency lighting. Exit lights with
integral emergency heads were stored on a shelf but had not replaced
the standard exit lights at the time of the site visit. It is recommended to
replace these exit signs with the ones already purchased and to add
additional emergency wall packs to supplement these two exit signs in
the main area and electrical room.
The lighting in large warehouse portion of the building is mostly HID
round high bays with quarts restrike with additional fluorescent at lower
levels where there are additional structures build within the warehouse.
A combination of surface mounted and recessed T8 fluorescent lighting is
installed in the office and classroom areas depending on ceiling type. The
lighting control consists mostly of typical switches with no automatic
shutoff means which is appropriate for most of the space. It is
recommended to change out any remaining areas that are controlled by
switches to occupancy sensors where this would not create a hazard such
as in offices and corridors. The lighting in the welding shop and fire
pump building is controlled by switches only. This type of control is
appropriate for these buildings. The lighting in the welding shop general
space and individual welding areas could be improved. In the general
space of the welding shop the limited lighting is supplemented with sky
lights. When there is an abundance of sunlight, the space is lit fairly well.
When a cloud passes by, the space seems very dim. In the individual
welding areas there is a single 42W compact fluorescent jar type fixture.
This single point source light is bright in the limited area that it is able to
light. This light could be changed out to a different light to reduce glare
or add an additional jar type fixture to reduce shadow effects for a single
point source light. The lighting in this area may be improved by
increasing the general area lighting first since the top of the individual
welding space is open.
The fire alarm control panel has been changed from an Edwards EST to an
integrated Ademco security panel. The new fire alarm control panel uses
the existing Edwards wall mounted notification devices and wall mounted
pull stations. This system is not in need of any updates. There is no fire
alarm system installed in the welding shop.
MECHANICAL
The main warehouse space was heated by multiple gas‐fired, infrared
radiant tube heaters. Heaters were suspended near the roof structure,
provided with sidewall combustion air intake and flue vent ductwork;
heaters appeared new and functional. Four, sidewall ventilation exhaust
fans were on the north side of the structure with four, corresponding
ventilation intake louvers on the south side of the structure. The main
warehouse space was not cooled by mechanical means.
Office spaces were provided with YORK, R‐410A, split system, heat pump
fan coil units with supplemental electric heat. Interior units were located
in closets or along the wall of the central classroom space. Classroom
and office spaces were plenum return with filters installed on the actual
New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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return grilles. Units were controlled by 7‐day programmable wall
thermostats. All units were observed to have required
ventilation/outdoor air ducted to the common return and provided with
a motor operated damper; ductwork terminated at sidewall intake
louvers. Many units had condensate pumps which could lead to water
issues without proper maintenance. One ventilation intake louver was
observed to have a damaged weather hood and should be addressed.
Bathroom exhaust fans were interlocked with light switches and assumed
to terminate above roof. There was a split‐system, dedicated cooling unit
observed in the main DATA/IT room. The main fire pump room was not
provided with any heating.
The welding lab was heated by two gas‐fired, infrared radiant tube
heaters. Heaters were suspended near the roof structure and only
provided with flue vent ductwork; heaters appeared functional. A
centralized welding exhaust system was observed. The COOK, 15 HP
utility set exhaust fan was located outside and provided with a rated
enclosure. The exhaust ductwork was stainless steel and each welding
booth was provided with a point‐source, articulating capture snorkel.
Additional branch exhaust openings were observed and assumed
required for balancing. All branch connections were provided with blast
gates. There was a non‐flammable storage cabinet that was not vented
to the outdoors. Consider providing ventilation if cabinets are used to
store flammable and/or explosive materials. There were small electric
heaters provided in the office spaces. There were two, large intake
louvers that were blanked‐off from the inside and insulated. There was a
sidewall intake gooseneck for the exhaust make‐up air.
There were additional systems observed, but they were for classroom
demonstration and not included in assessment (house inside building,
HVAC wall‐mounted tutorial/teaching units).
It is recommended to address the concerns with the fire pump and fire
pump room. Consider providing electric heat to prevent freezing.

PLUMBING
The 2” domestic water service has backflow prevention however, it is
located inside the fire pump room which currently has standing water in
it.
The main water heater that serves the two story office area is an AO
Smith 80 gallon electric water heater. There is no hot water recirculation
system. There is no expansion tank installed. There are no thermostatic
mixing valves installed on the hot water system throughout the facility.
The water heater that serves the shop area in the middle of the back
room is an AO Smith 80 gallon electric water heater. There is no hot
water recirculation system. There is no expansion tank installed. There
are no thermostatic mixing valves installed on this hot water system.
New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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The water closets throughout the building are a mixture of battery
operated sensor and manual type flush valves. The lavatory’s have
manual type faucets. The break room sinks have manual type faucets.
The urinals are manual operated flush valves.
The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.
The main shop area has a main compressed air loop running around the
entire perimeter of the shop. There are ¾” air drops that run down each
vertical beam around the perimeter and throughout the interior as well.
The air compressor has been removed. There are portable air
compressors serving individual work stations in the industrial classroom
areas. There is a 15 hp air compressor serving the auto body shop area.
This system has a 1” main line that serves 7 ceiling mounted hose reel
assemblies.
There is a 2” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The
main shut‐off valve is directly outside the building.
There is a propane tank located outside of the building that serves a
teaching lab. It has an emergency shut‐off valve located in the classroom
area.
It is recommended to replace the backflow preventer with a new one and
install it inside the building at the water service entrance directly
downstream of the shut‐off valve. The existing water heaters serving the
two story office and the shop area in the back: Set the leaving
temperature of the existing water heater to 140 degrees F. (doing this
will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE
1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves at each plumbing
fixture requiring hot water, install a hot water recirculation pump on the
domestic water heating system, modify the existing domestic hot water
piping to loop it back to the new recirculation pump, and install an
expansion tank for the existing electric water heater.
Advanced technology center‐welding classroom
There is no domestic water in this building. The self‐contained eye wash
station was empty. The building uses propane for heating. There is a 1000
gallon propane tank located in the back of the building. The main line is
¾”with a shut off valve at the propane tank. There is a regulator located
on the outside wall of the building. There is a 60 gallon air compressor
serving this classroom. It is in good condition. The main compressed air
line is routed around the inside perimeter of the building with individual
quick‐connects at each workstation.
It is recommended to refill the eye wash station with solution.
The building is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were
observed throughout the building. Since the building does not have any
smoke or heat detectors, and it currently not sprinklered, the building
must either be fully sprinklered, or it needs to have a full fire alarm
system installed.
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FIRE PROTECTION
The building has a complete fire protection sprinkler system. There
is backflow prevention on the system in the fire pump room located
outside of the facility. The system is provided with three separate
zone valve assemblies, fire department connections, alarms and
indicators. Fire extinguishers were observed throughout the
building.
This building has a fire pump which is in a dedicated room outside of
the facility. The fire pump needs replaced. The fire pump gets its
water from a pond that is adjacent to the fire pump building. The
fire pump building has a sump pump that is currently not working.
It is recommended that the fire pump be replaced as well as the
sump pump in the pit. A fire water tank shall be installed for the fire
system water source. The existing fire protection piping shall be
inspected to determine if the pond water has deteriorated the
interior of the piping. If it has, it will need to be replaced.
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USDA PROPERTY ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The buildings on this campus were built in 1979 as the Appalachian Soil
and Water Conservation Research Laboratory. The project was
commissioned by the United Stations Department of Agriculture. The
main building is approximately 31,244 sqft and a later addition is 3,600
sqft. The property also consists of two metal buildings in the back, which
are 3,900 sqft and 2,432 sqft. A separate greenhouse is 1,440 sqft. Two
service buildings are occupied by the local 911 center and are not
available to New River CTC. The entire campus available to New River CTC
consists of 42,616 sqft. The buildngs have been vacant for approximatley
6 years. No buildings on the campus are currently sprinklered.
The main building contains approxmately 25 offices, a large
meeting/conference room, eight laboratories with a variety of functions,
a growth chamber, three greenhouses, and multiple support and storage
spaces. The exterior materials consist of polymer cement fascia and brick.
The brick is in good condidtion.
Upon entry of Metal Building A, the obvious presence of mold has spread
along a wall, which made the building uninhabitable. It is suspected that
a water leak from inside the walls has created moisture and mold in this
building. It is recommended that a mold investigation be conducted in
this building. Metal Building B is a storage building located in the back of
the campus.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
The parking lots and sidewalks leading to the main entry are in good
condition and well landscaped. Directly in front of the main entrance is a
circular drop‐off area. The handicapped parking spaces are a long
distance from the main entrance. It is recommended to move these
spaces near the circular drop‐off area. The entrance meets ADA
standards, although ADA automatic door openers are not installed.
INTERIOR
Water leaks have occurred in two places in the main building. One leak is
suspected to derive from a pipe busting in freezing temperatures. The
other leak is suspected to originate from a dated roof and mechanical
equipment. Since the building has been vacant for some time without the
HVAC running, it is recommended to that a mold investigation be
conducted in these areas. The roof on the east side of the building looks
to be the original roof and needs to be replaced. The mechanical
equipment in this area is also original.
The interior finishes are in generally moderate condition. The vinyl tile
floors need to be replaced in some areas, but are in general good
condition. The front offices have new ceilings and lights installed in those
areas. The ceilings are covering up a tectum ceiling with wood beams that
New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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were once exposed. Ceiling tiles need to be replaced in the areas of the
water leaks. The hardware handles do not meet ADA standards.
ELECTRICAL
The electrical system of the main building consists of a pad mounted
transformer located on the side of the building near the main electrical
room that feeds a 3000A 277/480V 3ph Square D switchboard. This
switchboard feds several transformers and Square D subpanels. The
larger Metal Building A behind the main building is fed from an overhead
transformer that serves a 225A 277/480V 3ph Square D panel. The
smaller Metal Building B behind the main building is fed from an
overhead transformer that serves a 100A 120/208V 3ph Square D panel.
The electrical systems in all three buildings are in good condition.
The emergency lighting in the main building was handled by a diesel
generator that served a 120/208V 400A transfer switch. The generator
has since been removed which leave this building without any emergency
lighting. The transfer switch and diesel tank are still installed. The
generator will need to be replaced or other options will need to be
considered for emergency lighting such as battery powered wall packs.
The emergency lighting in both of the buildings behind the main building
is handle by emergency wall packs.
The lighting in the all three buildings mainly consist of surface mounted
and recessed fluorescent type. The main building also has some HID low
bay fixtures with low color temperature lamps in the 2000‐2700 range in
a testing space. There is some incandescent lighting and HID lighting on
exterior of the three buildings. The parking lot lighting is handled with
HID lighting on poles with incandescent flood lights added to two of the
poles to light the flagpole at ~5ft off the ground. The lighting is
controlled by typical toggle switches in all three buildings. It is
recommended to add occupancy sensors to corridor and office spaces to
reduced energy consumption. The remaining spaces would need to
consider the addition of occupancy sensors as the space use is
determined.
The fire alarm control panel in the main building is a newer Silent Knight
fire alarm and intrusion detection panel. This fire alarm control panel
communicates with wall mounted and ceiling mounted notification
devices and wall mounted pull stations. There is also remote annunciator
panel at the main entrance. This system is not in need of any updates.
The two buildings located behind the main building have fire alarm
devices in operation. A separate fire alarm panel was not found for these
buildings. It is expected that these buildings may be handled by the same
fire alarm system as the main building as these buildings
telecommunications infrastructure are all tied together.
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MECHANICAL
Main Building
The HVAC system included one (1) 70 ton, 2008 Trane air–cooled chiller,
one (1) 80 ton, 2008 Trane air–cooled chiller and one (1) 77.5 ton, 2005
Multistack air‐cooled chiller producing chilled water. All chillers have
integrated system pumping packages and controls. The three chillers
were serving two separate chilled water systems (one Trane unit was
piped together with the Multistack unit). Each chilled water system had
its own air separator and bladder‐type expansion tank. Glycol feeders
were not observed, and the exterior chilled water piping was not
identified to contain heat trace wiring. Heating water was produced by a
3,348 MBH dual fuel, 80% efficient Sellers boiler with a Gordon‐Platt
blower. The boiler utilized natural gas and fuel oil, fuel oil was located in
an aboveground storage tank. There are two (2) base‐mounted Bell and
Gossett pumps for heating water distribution. The heating system was
provided with a main 3‐way modulating valve for temperature control, an
air separator and expansion tanks. There is a Tracer Summit Building
Automation System controlling all of the new equipment and interlocked
with an existing pneumatic Johnson Controls heating control system. The
un‐remodeled AC units were provided with wall‐mounted thermostats.
There were multiple, abandoned mercury thermostats that should be
dealt with.
The remodeled portion of the roof contained four (4) Trane T‐series
Climate Changer modular air handlers. All units were chilled water
cooling, hot water heating, supply fan, return fan, filter sections, OA
intake damper, relief damper, and plenums for vertical supply/return. All
new RTU’s were also provided with inline hot water and chilled water
recirculation pumps to overcome any coil flow pressure drops. The
ductwork distribution system included VAV terminal units with hot water
reheat coils and two‐way control valves. The un‐remodeled portion of
the building contained four (4) small, packaged DX roof top units and one
(1) large, packaged DX roof top unit that all appeared to be long past
their expected service life. The units were constant volume, appeared to
contain electric heaters and the ductwork distribution included inline
heating coils.
The remodeled portion of the building Lab rooms had five (5) exhaust
fume hoods with dedicated exhaust fans. The fume hoods were last
inspected in 2011. The exhaust fans were all provided with ABB variable
frequency drives with full load bypass to allow for variable exhaust flow
at the fume hoods. The exhaust ductwork appeared to be stainless steel,
and the utility set exhaust fans were a combination of Cook and
Greenheck. Exhaust fans were provided with discharge blast gates for
balancing and discharge plenums with guy wires. One exhaust fan
serving the Isotope Lab was provided with multiple inline bag‐in/bag‐out
filter cabinets with differential pressure controls. The un‐remodeled
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portion of the building Lab rooms had four (4) exhaust fume hoods with
dedicated exhaust fans. The fume hoods were last inspected in 2011.
The exhaust fans were not variable speed, and most of the associated
ductwork appeared to be painted galvanized. The exhaust fans were
provided with discharge plenums and substantial steel support structures
instead of guy wires. General building exhaust fans all appeared to be in
a decent operational state. The break room kitchen range was not
provided with a range hood.
There were three (3) large greenhouses attached to the main building
and one smaller, stand‐alone greenhouse. The stand‐alone greenhouse
was provided with a Reznor 80% efficient gas‐fired unit heater, sidewall
ventilation fans and a large intake damper with water fill used for
humidification of the space. All heating, ventilation and humidification
controls were manual. The large greenhouses were provided with hot
water piping serving unit heaters with pneumatic control valves. There
were sidewall ventilation fans and intake dampers with water fill for
humidification.
There were multiple hot water unit heaters in the mechanical rooms and
ancillary spaces. The main vestibules were provided with hot water fin
tube heating, smaller vestibules were provided with electric wall heaters.
There was a Liebert split‐system computer room cooling unit serving the
main data room. The unit appeared to be long past its expected service
life. Toilet rooms and Janitor’s Closets were provided with exhaust.

It is recommended to upgrade the heating system (boiler and pumps) as
required for occupancy to increase system efficiency and reduce
operating costs. It is recommended to have a certified, licensed
contractor perform start‐up and commissioning services on the existing
chillers prior to utilizing them for cooling. Consider the final stages of
remodeling to upgrade the roof top HVAC equipment by replacing the old
DX RTUs and outdated exhaust fans and ductwork (design drawings
already exist). Upgrade the hot water piping and controls in the
greenhouses.
Ag/Lab Metal Storage Building
The HVAC was minimal. There was a Reznor 80% efficient gas‐fired unit
heater with a wall‐mounted thermostat. There was a small utility set
exhaust fan serving one room.
It is recommended to upgrade the HVAC as required for occupancy to
increase system efficiency and reduce operating costs.
Ag/Lab Metal Research Building
There was an exterior 7.5 ton condensing unit that appears to be at the
end of its service life. The interior AHU was in an inaccessible locked
room. However, from the vent stack thru the roof, it is assumed to be an
80% efficient furnace and A‐coil. The unit was controlled by a 7‐day
programmable wall thermostat. A Barber Coleman wall mounted relative
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humidity sensor was observed, it is assumed the furnace has a humidifier
installed in the ductwork. There were multiple walk‐in coolers and/or
freezers and incubators. There were three exhaust hoods with integral
exhaust fans with sidewall discharge ductwork that may have been used
for capturing fine particles. There were several, sidewall exhaust fans
that were utilized for ventilation. This building was heavily contaminated
with black mold and the walk through was rather brisk, focused and
limited.
It is recommended to upgrade the HVAC as required for occupancy to
increase system efficiency and reduce operating costs. Also, address any
mold concerns with reusing ductwork, especially insulation. Any
specialized equipment, including coolers, freezers, and exhaust hoods
should be tested and verified by a licensed contractor prior to any reuse.
PLUMBING
Main Building
The 2‐1/2” domestic water service has no backflow prevention. The
domestic cold water also supplies make‐up water for the hydronic
heating and cooling system. There is no backflow prevention for the hot
water hydronic system, but there is backflow prevention on the chilled
water system.
There were several domestic water line breaks above the lay‐in ceilings
throughout the facility.
The main water heater that serves the facility is (2) AO Smith 80 gallon
electric water heaters with a hot water recirculation pump. There is no
expansion tank installed. There are no thermostatic mixing valves
installed on the hot water system throughout the facility.
All the water closets throughout the facility are battery operated flush
valve type fixtures. The lavatories throughout the building are a mixture
of battery operated sensor and manual type faucets. The break room
sinks have manual type faucets. The urinals have battery operated flush
valves. The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.
The acetylene, nitrogen, nitrous oxide, helium, and hydrogen gases are
piped to each lab and are fed from portable cylinder tanks (that have
been removed) located along the outside wall at the back of the facility.
There are solenoid valves installed on each main gas line that is wired to
a centrally located shut down panel. The facility has a central compressed
air and vacuum system that serve all the lab areas. The air compressor is
7.5 hp and is located inside the main mechanical room it is in need of
replacement. The vacuum pump system is 3 hp and was installed in 1979
and in need of replacement. There are some labs in this facility that have
argon and nitrogen stations. These stations have utility hook‐ups on the
wall to connect to portable gas cylinders.
The science lab classrooms are equipped with a safety shower and an
eye wash station. Each sink has a gooseneck type faucet with a gas cock.
The fume hoods have compressed air, gas, vacuum, domestic water and
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distilled water outlets inside each hood. The branch sanitary piping
serving the sinks and hoods is rated for acid‐waste use. The sanitary lines
associated with the lab sinks discharge into an underground acid
neutralizing tank located outside.
This building had an addition built on in the 1980’s. There are two toilets
in this area. The men’s toilet has a battery operated sensor type faucet
for the lavatory, a manual flush valve for the water closet and a battery
operated sensor type flush valve for the urinal. The women’s toilet has a
battery operated sensor type faucet for the lavatory and a manual flush
valve for the water closet. Each of these toilets have an electric
instantaneous point‐of‐use water heater located under each lavatory.
There are no thermostatic mixing valves installed on the lavatories.
The addition has a 1.5 hp sewage ejector located in the basement to
serve the toilets. The ejector does not operate properly and emits a foul
smell from the ejector housing.
The roof drains are in good condition.
It is recommended to install a new backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance and on the make‐up water branch lines serving the
hydronic systems. Install expansion tank on the existing domestic water
heater and set the leaving temperature to 140 degrees F (doing this will
eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system) and Install point‐
of‐use thermostatic mixing valves throughout the facility at each
plumbing fixture requiring hot water. Install ASSE 1071 rated emergency
thermostatic mixing valves on all safety showers and eye wash stations
throughout the facility. The domestic water line leaks above the ceiling
need repaired and the insulation on the associated piping will need
replaced. Each science lab will require an individual emergency shut‐
down switch for each type of gas supplying the classroom located inside
the classroom. The sewage ejector serving the 1980’s addition needs to
be replaced with a new unit of same size and capacity. The mechanical
mixing valves serving the lavatories in the addition need removed and
replaced with a thermostatic point‐of‐use mixing valve that is ASSE 1070
rated.
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
Ag/Lab Metal Research Building
This building has a ¾”gas line that serves a gas fired unit heater.
There are no gutters and downspouts installed.
The building is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were
observed throughout the building.
Ag/Lab Metal Storage Building
The ¾” domestic water service has no backflow prevention. There is a
residential electric tank type water heater serving this facility. There is no
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expansion tank installed on the water heater. There are no thermostatic
mixing valves installed on the domestic hot water system.
The lavatories have manual faucets. The water closets are flush tank type
fixtures. The plumbing fixtures are in fair condition, the free standing
electric water cooler is not ADA compliant.
The gutters and downspouts are in good working condition.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer on the main water
service entrance. Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic
mixing valves for every fixture in this building requiring hot water to
protect against scalding water temperatures. Install an expansion tank for
the existing electric water heater.
The building is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were
observed throughout the building.
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CENTER FOR REHABILITATION SCIENCES BUILDING ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
New River Community and Technical College leases space in downtown
Beckley for their Rehabilitation Sciences and Medical Assisting programs.
The approximate 6,500 sf space is located on the second level at 109 East
Main Street a few blocks down from the Raleigh County Courthouse.
The space consists of six classrooms, seven offices, restrooms, a kitchen,
and a reception space. The entire floor is sprinklered.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
The space is accessed by an elevator and stairwell from the entrance on
the first floor. There is also a secondary egress stair that is located on the
east side of the building, and the bottom stair is elevated by a suspended
pulley system. Since the egress stair is dated and rusted, It is
recommended that this egress stair is tested for performance. The
handrails in the interior stairwell do not have returns that are required by
building code.
Handicapped parking is provided by the City of Beckley on the street. The
front entrance is not ADA accessible, but there is a side entrance with a
ramp. The ramp appears to meet the 1:12 ramp requirement, but no ADA
handrails are available.
One layer of the front, ground level windows has shattered and shards of
broken glass are present. This presents a danger to not only to New River
CTC, but to the public walking by the building as well. It is recommended
to replace this piece of glass.
INTERIOR
The interior finishes are in good condition. The floor finishes include
linoleum in the private restrooms, carpet in the hallway, offices, and
classrooms, and ceramic tile in the public restrooms. The walls are
painted gypsum board and the ceilings are acoustical tile.
ELECTRICAL
The electrical system of the leased space consists of a 200A Square D
panel that feeds other panels including an older Wadsworth electric
panel. The Wadsworth Electric was in business between 1904 and 1990
making the panel at least 25 years old. The panel is full with circuit
breakers and has some rust but appears to be in good operational
condition. There is spare circuit breaker capacity in the main newer
Square D panel. There are three circuits ran with non‐metallic sheathing
cable typically referred to as the brand name “Romex”. This type of
wiring is not allowed to be installed above a “dropped or suspended
ceiling” such as acoustical tile in a commercial application no matter the
building type classification. This entire space has acoustical tile. The
electrical panels in the electrical/mechanical room do not have the
proper amount of clearance because it is also used as a storage room.
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The emergency lighting in this space is handled with emergency wall
packs. More emergency wall packs need to be added to meet the
minimum lighting levels along the paths of egress.
The lighting in this space consists mainly recessed fluorescent type with a
few incandescent in some spaces. The lighting is controlled by typical
toggle switches. It is recommended to add occupancy sensors to reduced
energy consumption if the space is planned to be occupied long term.
This space does not have a fire alarm system.
MECHANICAL
This is a leased space and access to mechanical rooms, mechanical
equipment and riser rooms was limited. Supply air diffusers were
observed in the acoustic lay‐in ceiling as well as in the floor. The system
never ran so it was indeterminate as to whether the heated and/or
cooled air was being introduced to the spaces from the ceiling, the floor,
or both. There was an old Carrier Weathermaster split system air
handling unit in the mechanical closet. The unit had open/removed
panels exposing heating elements (gas or hot water or electric) and the
unit didn’t appear to be operational. Several rooms/offices had ceiling
fans, possibly to supplement occupants’ desire for air movement and/or
cooling. We were not allowed to view other portions of the leased
spaces within the building. The break room range was not provided with
an exhaust hood. Bathroom exhaust fans were interlocked with
bathroom light switches; it was assumed bathroom exhaust was ducted
to the roof. There was a dryer that was properly vented by modifying an
existing window. One Honeywell wall thermostat was observed. One
thermostat for an entire floor of mixed use is not ideal for occupant
comfort.
It is recommended to provide an exhaust hood above the break room
range. It is acceptable to use a filtered, recirculation type hood. Request
the landlord demonstrate ventilation code compliance. Poll the
occupants (staff and students) about their issues/complaints with the
HVAC (hot, cold, drafty, etc.) and deal directly with the Landlord to
resolve and improve.
ELEVATOR
OTIS Elevator car had no observable issues. The elevator car was
provided with all Fireman’s operation connections, communications and
overrides. No access was provided to the elevator equipment room.
PLUMBING
The single restrooms have flush tank water closets and lavatories with
manual type faucets. All plumbing fixtures are in good working condition.
There are no thermostatic mixing valves on the lavatories. The gang
toilets have manual flush valve water closets and urinals. The lavatories
have manual type faucets. All plumbing fixtures are in good working
condition. There are no thermostatic mixing valves on the lavatories.
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The break room sinks have manual faucets. The plumbing fixtures are in
good condition. There are no thermostatic mixing valves on the break
room sinks. The electric water cooler is in good working condition.
Self‐contained wall mounted eye wash station appears to be in good
working condition.
The bathtub appears to be in good working condition. The bathtub has no
thermostatic mixing valve installed. There is only a pressure balanced
single lever valve.
It is recommended to install thermostatic mixing valves on all plumbing
fixtures requiring hot water. This includes all lavatories, sinks and
bathtubs.
FIRE PROTECTION
The building has a complete fire protection sprinkler system.
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MERCER COUNTY CAMPUS ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
New River Community and Technical College recently moved into a
building in downtown Princeton that was previously occupied by a bank.
Under former arrangements, New River CTC’s instructional programs
shared space with Bluefield State College’s associate and baccalaureate
programs. There was little opportunity for establishing institutional
identity or for fulfilling their community college mission.
The newly acquired building offers the college an excellent opportunity
to integrate with downtown Princeton. The building is approximatley
18,500 sf on each floor. Currently, the college is only occupying the
ground level, while the basement level remains vacant. The building is
not sprinklered.
The ground level consists of a student commons area, three classrooms,
computer lab, student success center, open conference/study area,
several faculty office spaces, and support rooms and storage. Due to the
high ceiling height, the main entry has a grand foyer and the interior
spaces all have access to ample natural light.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
The parking lots and sidewalks leading to the main entry are in good
condition and well landscaped. Handicapped parking spaces are available
and in close proximity to the main entrance.
It is recommended to add exterior building signage consistent with the
signage at the Raleigh County Campus. Currently the building is only
identified with temporary signs. Directional signage from the interstate is
also needed to direct visitors to the campus.
INTERIOR
The interior finishes are in good condition and well maintained. Even so,
the finishes have the style of a bank building which leads the ambience to
feel more like an office building than an educational building. It is
recommended to add interior room signage consistent with the Raleigh
County Campus.
Several spaces are open to the hallway including a computer lab and a
classroom. While the faculty offices and open conference/study area
might benefit from an open environment, minor renovations are
recommended to reduce noise interference in the classroom.
Currently, both elevators are not working, which makes the basement
level uninhabitable. The basement level has potential for extra
classrooms and office space.
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ELECTRICAL
The electrical system consists of a new 2014 1600A 120/208V 3ph
switchboard that fed several other new and older panels throughout the
building. The basement level is currently being renovated.
The emergency lighting in this space is handled with emergency wall
packs. Some of the emergency lighting in the basement area is older
incandescent style that are plug in type. These should be replaced with
smaller footprint LED wallpacks and make sure they are tied into the
lighting circuit serving the area.
The lighting in this space consists mainly recessed T12 fluorescent type.
It is recommended to change these lighting fixtures to LED type to reduce
energy consumption and maintenance. Making this change will greatly
reduce maintenance in the high ceiling areas. The lighting is controlled by
typical toggle switches. It is recommended to add occupancy sensors to
reduced energy consumption. The lighting levels in the older elevator
equipment room need to be improved. This room is lit by a single
incandescent fixture.
The building has a Firelite by Honeywell addressable fire alarm system
with an annunciator at the main entrance. The building has smoke
detection coverage throughout because there is not a sprinkler system.
The fire alarm system also consists of wall mounted notification devices
and wall mounted pull stations. This system is not in need of any
updates.
MECHANICAL
The upper level HVAC was being provided by five (5) TRANE packaged
roof top units that were installed on steel dunnage within a small
lowered area of the roof. The supply and return ductwork was
horizontally connected to the units and penetrated vertical walls of the
“pit.” Most ductwork appeared to be watertight, but some ponding and
rusting was observed and should be addressed. The units were all DX
refrigerant cooling and gas heating. There was a 6th packaged RTU that
was no longer being used. Most of the unit condensing coil fins were
heavily damaged (hail) which is probably affecting overall unit
performance. The return ductwork on all of the units had been modified
(not original) to include an outdoor air intake hood with a motor
operated damper. This was done to provide code required ventilation to
the building (we recommend utilizing a factory provided economizer
damper hood). There was standing water on the roof with mold and
mildew growth, that should be addressed to prevent entreating
contaminates into the outdoor air intake. Most of the units were
manufactured in 2000 to 2002 or earlier, and in all actuality are closing
reaching the end of their expected service life (15 years). The RTUs were
all controlled by 7‐day, programmable wall thermostats. Zoning
(accurate heating and cooling) complaints are consistently reported for
the one RTU serving the offices along southeast wall and the
offices/computer room along the northeast wall.
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The lower level HVAC was being provided by five (5) TRANE split system,
80% efficient, gas‐fired furnaces. Several of the furnaces are “twinned”
together to create one larger unit. The flue venting off all units is
combined into a single, sidewall louvered termination. Outside air is
ducted to the return air duct off all furnaces. OA duct is provided with a
motor operated damper to open close during occupied/unoccupied
schedules. The supply air was ducted and the ceiling is being used as a
return air plenum. The ceiling is not plenum rated as it contains PVC
piping and non‐plenum rated wiring. The walls that define the lower
level mechanical room need to be 1‐hour rated since there is gas‐fired
equipment located within. The walls do not extend to the deck and the
return duck only stubs to approximately 8’‐0” above the floor at the
furnace. Electric heaters were observed at most of the entrances. The
elevator equipment rooms were provided with split‐system, dedicated
cooling equipment. The main IT/DATA closet in the lower level was not
provided with dedicated cooling equipment; instead, the ceiling was
open to the return air plenum for heat rejection. The other, smaller
IT/DATA closet was provided with a split‐system, dedicated cooling unit.
The wall‐mounted, indoor evaporator was provided with a condensate
pump which can be a source of water issues without proper
maintenance.
It is recommended to budget the funds to replace the roof top units and
the split system furnaces as the units fail. Address the standing water
beneath the upper level RTU intake openings. Address the exterior
ductwork that might be leaking, rusting or ponding water. In order to
occupy the lower level, the Fire Marshal stated the owner must address
the 1‐hour rated lower level mechanical room walls and lower level
plenum return ceiling and ductwork
ELEVATOR
One elevator equipment room contained new equipment (2013) with no
observable issues. That elevator equipment room was provided with a
split‐system, dedicated cooling unit. The second elevator equipment
room contained much older equipment, but the equipment appeared to
be operational. That elevator equipment room was provided with a split‐
system, dedicated cooling unit. Both elevator cars were provided with all
Fireman’s operation connections and overrides. We were informed the
emergency call operation, which was part of each car, was not
operational and the Fire Marshal was not allowing elevator use until the
phone lines were repaired.
It is recommended to research the issues with the emergency phone and
resolve the issue to utilize the elevators.
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PLUMBING
The 1” domestic water service has a backflow preventer installed.
However, there is a continuous stream of water running out of the
backflow preventer relief outlet.
The main water heater that serves the facility is a Whirlpool 40 gallon gas
water heater with an expansion tank and a hot water recirculation pump.
There are no thermostatic mixing valves installed on the hot water
system.
All the water closets throughout the facility are flush tank type fixtures.
All the lavatories have manual faucets as well as the break room sinks.
The urinals have manual flush valves. The plumbing fixtures located on
the first floor are in good condition. The plumbing fixtures located in the
basement are in need of replacement.
There were several roof drains that did not have strainers.
It is recommended to install a new backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Replace the existing main water heater with a high‐
efficiency, condensing, modulating gas water heater. Set the leaving
temperature of the new main water heater to 140 degrees F. (doing this
will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE
1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves throughout the
facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water. Install cast‐iron
dome type strainers on the roof drains.
FIRE PROTECTION
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
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GREENBRIER HALL ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
Greenbrier Hall is the main building for the Greenbrier Valley campus.
The building is located in downtown Lewisburg in the Academy Park area.
The 48,000 sqft facility was originally built for the Greenbrier Women’s
College. The Greenbrier Community College Foundation was instrumental
in raising funds to renovate the building, and in the 1990’s the building
was completely renovated.
The building consists of several classrooms, computer labs, a 91‐seat
auditorium, student commons area, biology and physical science
laboratories, learning resource center, and a cosmetology school.
The exterior materials consist of brick and stone and are in good shape.
The windows are in good shape. The rubber roof is in good condition. The
building is sprinklered.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
One of the building’s trademarks is the grand front entrance steps. The
ADA entrance is located on the right side of the building on the ground
level. The ADA entrance leads into the student commons area and has a
clear path to the elevator. The entire building is ADA accessible. Handicap
parking is located near the ADA entrance.
No exterior signage adorns the front of the building and only temporary
signage is hanging at the rear entrance. This may be because of the
historic nature of the building, but the building could benefit from more
New River CTC exterior signage.
INTERIOR
The interior finishes are in good condition. The floor finishes include
mostly vinyl tile and acoustical ceilings. The rooms have inconsistent
interior room signage, and it is recommended to continue to replace
room signage consistent with the Raleigh County Campus.
The student lounge offers a nice place for the students to study and relax
between classes. Comfortable seating is available, as well as snack
machines and televisions.
ELECTRICAL
The electrical system of the main building consists of a pad mounted
transformer located on the side of the building that feeds a 600A
277/480V 3ph Square D switchboard. This switchboard feds several
transformers and Square D subpanels. The electrical system is in good
condition. The electrical panels do not have the required clearance in
many of the shared IT closets because of the data rack installations.
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The emergency lighting is handled by emergency wall packs including
some exit signs with emergency heads.
The lighting consists mainly of T8 fluorescent type with some T12
fluorescent and incandescent lighting. The lighting is controlled by
typical toggle switches. It is recommended to add occupancy sensors to
reduced energy consumption.
The fire alarm control panel in the main building is a newer EST panel.
This fire alarm control panel communicates with wall mounted and
ceiling mounted notification devices and wall mounted pull stations.
There is also remote annunciator panel at the main entrance. This
system is not in need of any updates.
MECHANICAL
The entire HVAC system was remodeled in 1997. Chilled water (CHWS/R)
is produced by a McQuay, R‐22, 125 ton, air‐cooled chiller installed on
grade outside the building. Exterior chilled water piping appeared to
have heat trace wiring installed beneath the aluminum jacket insulation.
It is unknown if the chilled water system contained any glycol, or if the
original design called for glycol in the system. Glycol is not required if the
chiller is drained in the winter. There is one (1), 5 HP, base‐mounted,
end‐suction, constant speed, TACO pump dedicated to chilled water flow
to/from the chiller. Heating water (HWS/R) is produced by two (2)
Lochinvar, Copper‐Fin II, 1,440 MBH, 84% efficient boilers located in the
penthouse. Boilers have individual, inline, Bell and Gossett boiler pumps
and factory installed boiler control panels. There are two (2) inline, 100%
redundant, constant speed TACO pumps for the heating hot water that
serves the two (2) AHUs and a heat exchanger. One AHU (AHU‐2) is a
constant volume, McQuay, modular, central station, dedicated 100%
outdoor air, air‐handling unit located in the penthouse providing
ventilation air to the entire building. The AHU is provided with a preheat
coil, cooling coil, heating coil, supply fan and outdoor air intake louver.
The motor operated dampers at the AHU outdoor air intake louver
appeared to be broken or non‐functional. When the unit was shut down,
the dampers did not close, allowing cold air to “fall” into the AHU. The
preheat heating coil was damaged and not in use (probably froze from
open OA dampers). There are two (2), 100% redundant, 7.5 HP, base‐
mounted, end‐suction, constant speed TACO pumps for the combined
heating and cooling 2‐pipe system (HCWS/R). During cooling operation,
chilled water (CHWS/R) from the chiller loop passes through a 3‐way
valve into the combined system loop (HCWS/R) and is pumped to the
building fan coils. During heating operation, the combined system loop
(HCWS/R) is heated by the heating water loop (HWS/R) at a shell‐and‐
tube heat exchanger (HEX‐1). This means the heating hot water loop is
never in direct contact with the combined heating/cooling loop, nor the
chilled water loop. All piping systems were provided with an air
separator and expansion tanks. The second AHU (AHU‐1) is located on
the ground level in a mechanical room adjacent to the Lecture Hall and
only serves the Lecture Hall. The constant volume AHU is provided with
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return duct, preheat coil, cooling coil, heating coil, supply fan, outdoor air
intake louver and relief louver. The central hallways of the building had
exhaust grilles connected to a riser and roof‐mounted exhaust fans. This
was used to address the building pressurization from the ventilation air
off AHU‐2. The majority of spaces (offices, classrooms, hallways,
vestibules) are heated and cooled by two‐pipe fan coil units with 3‐way
control valves for constant system flow. Two‐pipe systems allow either
heating or cooling to occur at any given time throughout the entire
building. Fan coil units were McQuay wall‐mounted, ceiling‐suspended
and ceiling‐recessed. The HVAC system was controlled and monitored by
an Andover, central Building Automation System. The main DATA/IT
room was not provided with a dedicated cooling unit or ventilation air
sufficient to maintain space temperature. There were exhaust fume
hoods in a Science Classroom. The fume hoods were provided with
individual exhaust fans, operated by a switch at the hood. Hoods did not
appear to have updated inspection stickers. There was a storage cabinet
marked flammable that was not vented to the outdoors. Consider
providing ventilation if cabinets are used to store flammable and/or
explosive materials. The cosmetology department was not provided with
code required dedicated exhaust airflow. Janitor’s closets and toilet
rooms were observed to have exhaust airflow, but the toilet rooms were
suspect on quantity.
It is recommended to address the motor operated dampers at the AHU‐2
intake louvers. This may be a controls issue, or a mechanical issue with
the dampers. Replace the AHU‐2 preheat coil, this coil is required for
proper system operation. Allocate funds for the replacement of the
copper fin boilers as they are reaching the end of their expected service
life (20 years). Allocate funds for the replacement of the air‐cooled
chiller as it is reaching the end of its expected service life (20 years).
Provide the code required 0.6 cfm/sqft of exhaust in the cosmetology
department.
ELEVATOR
Elevator equipment was new with no observable issues. The elevator
equipment room was not provided with a dedicated cooling unit but did
have an exhaust grille. The elevator car was provided with all Fireman’s
operation connections, communications and overrides.
It is recommended to install a dedicated cooling unit for the elevator
equipment room.
PLUMBING
The 2‐1/2” domestic water service has backflow prevention along with a
water meter directly after the backflow preventer. There is also backflow
prevention for the hydronic system make‐up water line connected to the
domestic cold water line.
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There is a 75 gallon gas tank type water heater serving this facility (with
the exception of the cosmetology classroom). The hot water distribution
system is 105 degrees F with heat tracing installed along the entire length
of the hot water main. There is no expansion tank installed on the water
heater. There are no thermostatic mixing valves installed on the domestic
hot water system (with the exception of the emergency safety showers in
the science classrooms).
The lavatories and sinks have manual faucets. The water closets and
urinals are manual flush valve type fixtures. The plumbing fixtures are in
good condition.
There is a sump pump in the basement to collect condensate for the
building’s HVAC systems.
There is a 1‐1/4” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The
gas meter and main shut‐off valve is directly outside of this building.
The science lab classrooms are equipped with a safety shower and an eye
wash station. Each sink has a gooseneck type faucet with a gas cock. Each
fume hood has a water and gas cock. The branch sanitary piping serving
the sinks and hoods is rated for acid‐waste use. The sanitary lines
associated with the lab sinks discharge into a point‐of‐use acid
neutralizing tank located under each sink. The gas piping serving the
science classrooms have solenoid valve installed directly off the main line
and are wired to an emergency shut‐down switch located in each science
classroom.
The cosmetology classroom is served by a gas fire instantaneous water
heater set at 120 degrees. All the domestic water piping associated with
this system is PVC piping. There are no thermostatic mixing valves
installed on this domestic hot water system. The hair washing stations do
not have an interceptor to collect the hair before discharging into the
sanitary sewer system.
It is recommended to replace the existing main water heater with a high‐
efficiency, condensing, modulating gas water heater. Set the leaving
temperature of the new main water heater to 140 degrees F. (doing this
will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE
1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves throughout the
facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water. Install ASSE 1071
rated emergency thermostatic mixing valves on all safety showers and
eye wash stations.The heat tracing already installed will maintain the 140
degree temperature in the main. Replace the existing sump pump with
one of the same size and capacity.
Install a solids interceptor at each hair washing station directly after the
drain outlet of each station. Install thermostatic mixing valves at each
fixture in the cosmetology classroom requiring hot water.
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FIRE PROTECTION
The building has a complete sprinkler system. There is backflow
prevention on the system. The system is provided one zone valve
assembly, fire department connections, alarms and indicators. Fire
extinguishers were observed throughout the building.
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KYLE AND ANN FORT ARTS AND SCIENCE BUILDING ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The Kyle and Ann Fort Arts and Science Building recently experienced a
complete renovation in 2012. Located next to Greenbrier Hall, the
approximately 32,000 sqft building consists of several classrooms, fitness
classroom, computer lab, offices, kitchen, commons area, and several
support spaces. The building also includes a pool, but the access has been
blocked due to building code issues. The entire building is sprinklered.
The exterior materials consist of brick. The brick, windows, and doors
appear to be in good shape. Signs of efflorescence are on the brick
surrounding the pool area. Efflorescence may not be an issue, but can be
a sign that water is entering and remaining in the wall. It is recommended
to investigate potential water entering the walls surrounding the pool.
At the time of our building assessment, most classrooms were not being
used, and furniture/accessories were not available for many rooms and
labs.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
The entrance along with the entire building is ADA accessible. No
handicap parking is located near the entrance. It is recommended to add
handicap parking spaces and a clearly identified path to the main
entrance of the building.
INTERIOR
Being recently renovated, the interior finishes are in excellent condition.
The interior room signage is consistent with the Raleigh County Campus.
ELECTRICAL
The electrical system is made of a 4000A 120/208V 3ph Eaton
switchboard. This switchboard feeds several Eaton subpanels. The
electrical system is in good condition as the panels were manufactured in
2013.
The emergency lighting is handled by emergency battery packs integral to
the fixtures.
The lighting consists mainly of T8 and compact fluorescent type. The
lighting is controlled by typical toggle switches and occupancy sensors.
The fire alarm control panel in the main building is a newer EST panel.
This fire alarm control panel communicates with wall mounted and
ceiling mounted notification devices and wall mounted pull stations.
There is also remote annunciator panel at the main entrance. This
system is not in need of any updates.
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MECHANICAL
The lower level was served by AHU‐1, located in the lower level
mechanical room. AHU‐1 is a McQuay, 25 ton, DX split system, variable
air volume unit with an 80% efficient, indirect fired, modulating gas
heater. The AHU has an ABB VFD, supply air, return air and intake air
from a louver on the mechanical room wall. Combustion flue is properly
routed and installed up through existing chimney. The AHU condensing
unit is located on the roof above with type ACR refrigerant piping
between the condensing unit and the AHU evaporator coil. Elastomeric
piping insulation exposed to sunlight should be providing with UV
protectant coating. The supply distribution includes TITUS VAV terminal
units with SCR controlled electric reheat coils. The ceiling is a return air
plenum and return air is ducted from the ceiling and through the
mechanical room to the AHU. In addition to AHU‐1, there were two (2)
packaged roof top units (RTU). RTU‐1 is a DX, gas fired, constant volume,
5 ton unit that served the classrooms and adjacent spaces. RTU‐2 is a DX,
gas‐fired, variable volume, 30 ton unit that served the upper level spaces.
The supply distribution includes TITUS VAV terminal units with SCR
controlled electric reheat coils. The ceiling is a return air plenum. There
was a Captive‐Air, type‐II, stainless steel exhaust hood installed within
the kitchen. Fan and light controls were accessed at the hood control
panel. The hood included an approved Ansul fire extinguishing system
with an emergency pull at the main exit door. The kitchen hood was not
provided with a dedicated‐make‐up air unit as is typical to account for
the exhaust at the hood. Make‐up air can only transfer to the kitchen
through a roll‐up metal door. The hood exhaust fan should be
interlocked with the roll‐up door. Also, RTU‐2 should increase the
ventilation airflow rate when the kitchen exhaust is operational. The
main IT/DATA closet was provided with an EMI dedicated, split‐system
cooling unit. Electric ceiling and wall heaters were observed at most
entrance/exit doors. The HVAC system was controlled and monitored by
an ASI, central Building Automation System. The BAS included space
temperature sensors and CO2 sensors for VAV control and Demand
Control Ventilation.
It is recommended to review operation and control of the kitchen
exhaust hood and possibly provide a dedicated make‐up air unit.
Provide 2 coats of a UV‐protectant on the exposed elastomeric
refrigerant piping insulation.
ELEVATOR
Elevator equipment was new with no observable issues. The elevator
equipment room was provided with a dedicated cooling unit but did have
an exhaust grille. The elevator car was provided with all Fireman’s
operation connections, communications and overrides.
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PLUMBING
The 2‐1/2” domestic water service has backflow prevention.
The main water heater that serves this facility is a 96% efficient Lochinvar
Shield 1000 gallon gas water heater with an outlet temperature of 127
degrees F. An expansion tank is installed for the water heater. As well as
a hot water recirculation system. There were no thermostatic mixing
valves visible on the hot water system throughout the facility with the
exception of the single shower unit.
The water closets throughout the building have hard wired sensor
operated flush valves. The lavatories have hard wired sensor operated
faucets. The break room sinks have manual type faucets. The urinals have
hard wired sensor operated flush valves. The shower has an ASSE 1016
rated thermostatic mixing valve installed. The electric water coolers are is
good working condition. The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.
There is a 3” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The
main shut‐off valve is directly outside the building.
The concession kitchen area has a gas solenoid valve for emergency shut‐
off for gas appliances under the kitchen hood. The drain line for the 3‐
bowl sink does not discharge into a grease interceptor.
There is an acid neutralizing tank that serves the photo lab darkroom that
is not piped up. The sinks and all the associated acid resistant drainage
piping serving the dark room have not been installed.
The roof drains are in good condition.
It is recommended to set the leaving temperature of the existing water
heater to 140 degrees F. (doing this will eliminate the threat of legionella
growth in the system), Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic
mixing valves at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water. If the 3‐bowl
sink located in the concessions area washes grease‐laden dishes, then an
above‐floor grease interceptor will need to be installed. Complete the
installation of the dark room sinks, associated utility piping and acid
neutralizing tank.
FIRE PROTECTION
The building has a complete fire protection sprinkler system. There is
backflow prevention on the system. The system is provided one zone
valve assembly, fire department connections, alarms and indicators. Fire
extinguishers were observed throughout the building.
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MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY CENTER ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The Machine Tool Technology Center is located off Fairview Road in
Lewisburg. This leased building has approximately 6,000 sqft on two
levels. The main level houses the machining program and the welding
program equipment. The second level contains classrooms, a kitchen, and
an office. The building is a pre‐engineered metal building and the exterior
materials consist of metal panels and pre‐cast concrete panels. The
metal roof appears to have rough spots, and will need to be replaced
soon.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
This building is not ADA accessible. The parking lot is a gravel lot with no
striping. The equipment is not spaced far enough apart for an ADA path.
The stairs are the only way to the second floor.
The building is hard to locate for visitors. It is recommended to add
directional signage as well as a ground sign in front of the building.
INTERIOR
This building’s use is a machine shop, and the interior surroundings
reflect the use of the building.
ELECTRICAL
The electrical system consists of an overhead transformer that feeds 4
meters that serve two 400A and two 200A 120/208V 3ph Square D
panels.
The emergency lighting is handled by exit signs with emergency heads.
Additional emergency wall packs need to be added to provide the code
required emergency lighting levels.
The lighting consists mainly of T8 fluorescent type with HID round high
bays in the welding shop area and some incandescent lighting. The
lighting is controlled by typical toggle switches. It is recommended to
add occupancy sensors to reduced energy consumption in the office,
restrooms, and classroom areas. The exterior lighting is handled mainly
by HID wall packs around the entire building.
The building does not have a fire alarm system.
MECHANICAL
There is a small, packaged, DX rooftop unit providing conditioned airflow
to the upper and lower level classroom areas. The RTU is controlled by a
7‐day, programmable wall‐mounted thermostat. The RTU is utilizing a
plenum return ceiling. Access to the roof to inspect the RTU was not
realistic. The age of the RTU is unknown; it is assumed the RTU is
provided with propane heat. The main welding shop was heated by two
(2) propane‐fired, infrared tube heaters. The heaters were provided with
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ventilation intake, flue vents and wall‐mounted thermostats. The main
welding shop also had two (2) sidewall exhaust fans that were used for
general summer cooling with the overhead doors opened. The sidewall
exhaust fans cannot be considered adequate for code‐required exhaust
from the welding lab because there were not dedicated louvers for the
make‐up air. The main welding tables were provided with two (2)
exhaust fume hoods ducted to a single dedicated, roof‐mounted exhaust
fan. Control of the fume hood was activated at the breaker panel. The
individual welding booths were not provided with dedicated, directional
exhaust for the booth occupants. The break room range was provided
with a recirculation type ventilation hood. All bathrooms were provided
with a light switch activated ceiling exhaust fan. The ground level
bathroom with an exterior wall was provided with a 4’‐0” section of
electric baseboard. A flammable storage cabinet was observed and was
not provided with a dedicated, constant exhaust. Consider providing
ventilation if cabinets are actually being used to store flammable and/or
explosive materials.
It is recommended to provide additional exhaust to the welding lab to
bring the welding lab to code compliance since it’s an accredited testing
facility. Suggest providing an exhaust duct system that includes snorkels
and blast gates as found at the welding lab of the ATC in Ghent. There
were no complaints about the current heating or cooling of the entire
building. Further investigate if code required ventilation is being
provided by the RTU.

PLUMBING
The ¾” domestic water service has no backflow prevention. The domestic
water piping throughout is PVC.
The water heater serving the upstairs and downstairs toilets is a
Whirlpool 40 gallon electric water heater. There is no expansion tank
installed on the water heater. The water heater serving the toilet in the
main shop area is a Craftmaster 12 gallon electric water heater. There is
no expansion tank on the water heater. There are no thermostatic mixing
valves installed on either domestic hot water system.
The water closets are flush tank type fixtures. The lavatories have manual
faucets. There is an unfinished shower upstairs in the restroom. The
domestic water piping for this shower is roughed in only. With the
exception of the shower, all of the plumbing fixtures are in fairly good
condition.
The small classroom in the two story area has a compressed air system.
The air compressor is a 3.5 hp compressor located in a storage room. The
compressed air is distributed with a ½” main line with individual drops
from the lay‐in ceiling with quick disconnects at each drop outlet.
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The building uses propane for heating. There is a 500 gallon propane tank
located in the back of the building. The main line is ¾”with a shut off
valve at the propane tank.
The main shop area has a compressed air system. The air compressor is a
10 hp compressor located in a storage room. The compressed air is
distributed with a ½” main line with individual ½” vertical drops that each
have a quick disconnects at each drop outlet.
The gutters and downspouts are in good condition.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer on the main water
service entrance. Remove all PVC on the domestic water system and
install copper piping throughout. Set the leaving water temperature of
the water heater to 140 degrees F. (doing this will eliminate the threat of
legionella growth in the system) and install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use
thermostatic mixing valves at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water.
Install an ASSE 1016 rated thermostatic mixing valve for the shower.
Install an expansion tank for each electric water heater.
FIRE PROTECTION
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
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LEE STREET COMPLEX ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The Lee Street Complex is housed in the former Lewisburg Elementary
School buildings. The complex is comprised of six buildings, none of
which are sprinklered.
Building A is a former classroom building. Classes being held here include
nursing, medical assisting, phlebotomy, and EMT. This is a one‐story
building that is ADA accessible. The interior has remain unchanged since
the elementary school occupied the building. The finishes are old and in
poor condition. The roof will need to be replaced soon. The original
single‐pane windows are inefficient and will need to be replaced.
Building B is a former classroom building. This two‐story building is
currently vacant and not being used by New River CTC. The finishes are in
good condition. The roof leaks and will need to be replaced soon. There
is a ramp to the entrance of this building but it does not meet ADA
guidelines.
Building C is the former kitchen/cafeteria building. This building housed
the cafeteria and kitchen upstairs, and a classroom and mechanical room
downstairs. The second level is not being used and the downstairs
classroom is being used for storage. The roof leaks periodically and will
need replaced soon. There is a ramp to the cafeteria, but it does not
meet ADA guidelines.
Building D is a former classroom building. Workforce programs and
gaming classes for The Greenbrier are held in this building. This builidn gis
comprised of classrooms, offices, and a restroom. The finishes are in
good condition. The ADA entrance is at the back of the building. The roof
leaks periodically and will need to be replaced soon.
Building E is the original Lewisburg Elementary School that was built in
1924. This is a two‐story building with a full basement. The classrooms
and hallways circulate around the gymnasium on both levels. The
building is in very poor condition and is not suitable for occupancy. The
list of deficiencies observed include: significnant water and moisture
damage in the basement that has led to the growth of mold on several
walls, loose asbestos‐containing floor tile, damage to the second floor
framing caused by water infiltration, observed damage to the wood
structure around the dated radiators, wood structure damage around the
radiator on the stage, and an unsafe sidewalk leading to the rear entry.
The brick needs repointed and is currently letting water infiltrate into the
building. The windows are the original single‐pane, non‐tempered
windows and create a hazard if broken. New River CTC does not occupy
this building, but rents the gymnasium out for various community events.
The sixth building is small residential building adjacent to the school
compelx that is currently not being occupied by New River CTC.
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ELECTRICAL
The electrical system of Building A consisted of one 225A and two 100A
Square D main panels. These panels all have separate disconnects in the
main electrical/mechanical room. The 225A is a newer panel with the
two 100A being older Square D Panelettes that will be harder to find
replacement parts. It is recommended to change the two 100A panels to
newer style panels when any other building renovations are performed.
Building B has one 200A and two 225A Square D panels with an interior
building electric meter. The 200A panel serves HVAC loads. All of these
panels are in good condition. Building C has a 200A 1ph 120/240V GE
main panel with a separate 20A 1ph 120/240V GE panel for emergency
lighting. These are older panels that would be recommended replacing
as the building is renovated. “Building D” has two electrical systems.
One for the front building and one for the rear building. A 400A 1ph
120/240V and 200A 1ph 120/240V Square D panels serve the front
building and a 200A 1ph 120/240V and 60A 1ph 120/240V Square D
panels serve the rear building. All of these panels are in good condition.
Building E has multiple panels served from multiple services throughout
the building. A newer Square D panel was located in the main
mechanical room in the basement. Most of the panels are recessed in
the corridors and are older panels by Trumbell and Square D Panellette
type. One of the Trumbell panels was missing its deadfront therefore
exposing all of the electrical parts when the typical panel cover was
opened. The wiring that was able to be observed in Building E was older
wiring with a cloth wrapping. It is recommended to replace the most of
the electrical panels and most of the electrical wiring in this building.
Building A did not have any emergency lighting. The other buildings used
emergency wall packs for emergency lighting. Many of them were older
incandescent type that should be replaced with more compact LED type
emergency wall packs with fresh batteries. Most of the exit signs were
the older incandescent style with some bulbs burned out and some faces
missing the red lens entirely. It is recommended to change these out to
new LED exit signs that use less than 5W each. In many of the areas it
would be ideal to install the exit signs with integral emergency heads.
This would also allow remote emergency heads to be installed on the
exterior egress doors that run off of the interior exit sign.
The lighting in all of the buildings were a combination of T12 and T8
fluorescent and incandescent lights. Many of the lenses on the
fluorescent fixtures were aged and cracked. The yellowing of the older
fluorescent lenses have cause a reduction in lighting levels. It is
recommended to change out almost all of the lighting fixtures with newer
LED lighting as renovations take place. At this time the lighting controls
can be upgraded from basic toggle switches to incorporate occupancy
sensors.
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All of the buildings have a fire alarm system. The fire alarm panels that
were observed were Edwards non‐addressable type. Most of the
notification device and pull stations themselves were by Notifier. It is
recommended to change out the fire alarm to a newer addressable
system as the building is renovated or sprinkler systems are added.
MECHANICAL
Building A
Heating to the classrooms, offices and hallways was provided by hot
water, wall or ceiling mounted cabinet heaters. Heaters were controlled
by wall mounted thermostats that all contain mercury. Most of the hot
water piping was threaded or welded schedule 40 and much of it lacked
any insulation. A small section of piping in the hallway appeared to be
galvanized. Cooling within the office and classroom spaces was provided
by residential grade, window air conditioners. Heating water was
produced by two (2) 80% efficient, gas‐fired, cast‐iron sectional boilers
with dedicated inline pumps. One boiler was very old and no longer
operational. The second boiler, a Smith, two‐sectional unit appeared
newer, but still in need of repair. The multi‐user toilet rooms had no
exhaust or were extremely lacking in exhaust airflow. The single toilet
rooms were provided with light switch activated ceiling exhaust fans. No
exhaust was observed in the Janitor’s closet. A dedicated cooling was not
provided for the basic DATA/IT closet; that may not be required based
upon current system cooling demands.
It is recommended to upgrade the heating water system with high‐
efficient, gas‐fired, modulating, condensing boilers and new
boiler/system pumps to increase the GPM flow rate to each heater to
account for lower supply water temperatures. Review the exhaust grille
locations and total airflows; change fans for increased airflow as
required.
Building B
The building ventilation was ducted to each space from a dedicated
outdoor air unit located in the mechanical room. The DOAS unit was
provided with a 48KW electric heater, filter box and no air conditioning.
The classroom and office spaces were provided with electric baseboard
and most had residential grade, window air conditioners. Baseboard was
controlled by a wall mounted thermostat containing mercury. Hallways
were provided with electric wall or baseboard heaters at most of the
main entrances. The multi‐user toilet rooms had no exhaust or were
extremely lacking in exhaust airflow. The single toilet rooms were
provided with light switch activated ceiling exhaust fans. No exhaust was
observed in the Janitor’s closet. A dedicated cooling was not provided for
the basic DATA/IT closet; that may not be required based upon current
system cooling demands.
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Building HVAC operating costs would be greatly reduced if all the electric
heat was eliminated. The best option is to replace with a Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF) system and upgrade the DOAS unit. Also, review
the exhaust grille locations and total airflows; change fans for increased
airflow as required.
Building C
Two upper level classrooms were each provided with a packaged DX roof
top unit for cooling and assumed ventilation air. Units were not ducted,
just included a discharge and return air plenum in an open ceiling.
Heating was provided by wall mounted, hot water cabinet unit heaters.
The lower level classrooms were heated by wall mounted, hot water
cabinet heaters. Cooling was provided by residential grade, window air
conditioners. All observed thermostats were the old, mercury bulb style.
There was a full cooking kitchen with a type‐I, grease exhaust hood. The
hood was provided with a dedicated exhaust fan, an intake hood for
make‐up air into the hood, and an ansul fire suppression system with
emergency pull at the closest exit door. Main gas supply was provided
with an emergency solenoid shut‐off valve. There was packaged DX
cooling, gas heating, roof top unit serving the kitchen with ducted supply
and plenum return. The dish machine was not provided with a type‐II
hood or ducted discharge to capture the large amounts of steam/water
vapor. There was an egg‐crate style grille located above the dish machine
in the ACT ceiling. There was a roof mounted exhaust fan above the
grille. This layout allowed the hot, moist air from the dishwasher to
migrate into the plenum ceiling and contribute to mold, mildew and
bacteria growth. Within the cafeteria, there was an exposed, ceiling
mounted AHU that was provided with a belt driven supply fan, hot water
heating coil, return air and outdoor air connections. This was probably
the original heating only make‐up air unit for the cafeteria/kitchen and
no longer appears operational. There was a packaged DX cooling, gas
heat RTU on the roof above the cafeteria. That unit was provided with
ducted supply and plenum return above the ACT ceiling. Toilet rooms
were provided with a single, roof mounted exhaust fan ducted to each
space. Electric heaters were observed at entrances. The system
providing the heating hot water and/or steam was in need of major
upgrades. It was unclear if the building was still utilizing steam heat, or if
everything was already converted to hot water. The lower level
mechanical room housed a damaged Crane steam/hot water boiler.
There was a condensate receiver in the mechanical room, condensate
traps and condensate piping, but that very well could have been
abandoned and no longer in use. Some of the control valves had been
upgraded to digital, hinting at a switch from steam to hot water.
It is recommended to replace the existing boiler with high‐efficient, gas‐
fired, modulating, condensing boilers, new boiler/system pumps and
investigate and replace the existing piping as required. Provide
expansion, make‐up water and air separation as required for proper hot
water system operation. Confirm the cabinet heaters throughout the
facility had been converted from steam to hot water, if not that would
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need to be done. Confirm code required ventilation was being provided
through each roof top unit. Provide ventilation as required to spaces that
will be occupied. In order to use the kitchen, the existing mechanical
systems (exhaust, hoods, fire suppression, make‐ip air, etc.) would need
to be tested by a licensed contractor; same for the existing coolers and
freezers. The dishwasher needs to have a type‐II hood installed above it
to properly remove moisture. Demo and remove assumed, abandoned
equipment in cafeteria.
Building D
The building only contains electric heat. Electric baseboard heaters were
observed in the classrooms and office spaces. No air conditioning was
observed. Most thermostats were the mercury bulb type. Exhaust was
observed in toilet rooms and janitor’s closets. There were a few
supplemental electric heaters observed in the toilet rooms (exterior
walls). The building was not provided with any code‐required ventilation.
It is recommended to install a dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) to
provide code‐required ventilation air. Investigate the installation of a
variable refrigerant flow (VRF) cooling and heat pump system. Maintain
the electric heat as supplemental to the VRF system.
Building E
Steam is produced by a 2100 MBH boiler that was installed in 1999. The
boiler was the newest and by far the nicest piece of mechanical
equipment in the building. Steam is distributed through aged piping;
piping and insulation that should be tested for its integrity and for
asbestos. Steam served the original, 1‐pipe, radiators; 1‐pipe radiators
only have one connection allowing steam and condensate to flow
through the same pipe. Several classrooms had removed the original
steam radiator and installed wall‐mounted, steam cabinet heaters. The
basement had ceiling mounted steam radiators, one of which was being
suspended by a propped up piece of conduit. Most thermostats were
mercury bulb type. There wasn’t any observable supplemental heat at
the main Lee St. entrance to the building. The server room was cooled by
a residential‐grade window air conditioner. The gas piping was
galvanized and should be replaced. No exhaust was observed in the
toilet rooms or the janitor’s closets. There was no code‐required
ventilation air being provided anywhere in the building.
It is recommended to scrap the entire heating system (salvage the steam
boiler) and provide something completely new that also addresses
cooling and ventilation.
PLUMBING
Building A
The 1‐1/2” domestic water service has no backflow prevention. The
water heater that serves the majority of the classrooms is an AO Smith 50
gallon gas water heater. There is no expansion tank or hot water
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recirculation system installed on this system. There are no thermostatic
mixing valves installed on this domestic hot water system.
The water closets are flush tank type fixtures. The lavatories and break
room sinks have manual faucets. The urinals have manual flush valves.
The service sink in the custodial closet is in need of replacement.
The plumbing fixtures are in fair condition. The electric water coolers are
in need of replacement.
In the custodial closet, there is a sprinkler head that is fed from a branch
domestic water line. There are no tamper or flow switches on this branch
line.
The gutters and downspouts are in need of replacement.
There is a 4” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The
main shut‐off valve is directly outside the building.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Install an expansion tank for the water heater serving
the main lobby toilets. Replace the existing main water heater with a
high‐efficiency, condensing, modulating gas water heater. Set the leaving
temperature of the new main water heater to 140 degrees F. (doing this
will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE
1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves throughout the
facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water. Install a hot water
recirculation pump on the main domestic water heating system and
modify the existing domestic hot water piping to loop it back to the new
recirculation pump. Replace the janitor sink and the electric water
coolers throughout the building. Replace the gutters and downspouts.
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
Building B
The 1‐1/2” domestic water service has no backflow prevention.
The water heater that serves the majority of this facility is a Rudd 66
gallon electric water heater. There is no expansion tank or hot water
recirculation system installed on this system. There are no thermostatic
mixing valves installed on this domestic hot water system.
There are four classrooms that have a separate hot water system from
the rest. These classrooms are served by 2 Rheem 2.5 gallon shelf
mounted electric water heater located above the ceiling. The relief valve
is not piped to a drain outlet. There are no drain pans installed, and no
expansion tanks installed, and no thermostatic mixing valves installed on
either one of these domestic hot water systems.
The water closets are flush tank type fixtures. The lavatories and break
room sinks have manual faucets. The urinals have manual flush valves.
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The plumbing fixtures are in fair condition. The electric water coolers are
in need of replacement.
There is no gas service to this building.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Install an expansion tank for each water heater located
in this facility. Install a drain pan underneath each water heater located
above the classroom ceilings and pipe the relief outlet to a floor drain.
Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves
throughout the facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water. Set
the leaving temperature of the main domestic water heater serving this
building to 140 degrees F. (doing this will eliminate the threat of
legionella growth in the system). Install a hot water recirculation pump
on the main domestic water heating system and modify the existing
domestic hot water piping to loop it back to the new recirculation pump.
Replace all electric water coolers.
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
Building C
The 1‐1/2” domestic water service has no backflow prevention.
The water heater that serves the kitchen area is a Rheem 91 gallon gas
water heater. There is no expansion tank or hot water recirculation
system installed on this system. There is an ASSE 1017 rated thermostatic
mixing valve installed at the outlet of this water heater.
The water heater that serves the rest of the facility is a Rheem 91 gallon
gas water heater. There is no expansion tank or hot water recirculation
system installed on this system. There are no thermostatic mixing valves
installed on this domestic hot water system.
The kitchen has a 3‐bowl sink discharges into an in‐floor grease
interceptor. The lid of the interceptor is warped and caulked shut. The
gas fired kitchen equipment under the kitchen hood have a solenoid
valve for emergency shut‐down.
The water closets are flush tank type fixtures. The lavatories and break
room sinks have manual faucets. The urinals have manual flush valves.
The plumbing fixtures are in fair condition. The electric water coolers are
in need of replacement.

There is a 3” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The
main shut‐off valve is located inside of the mechanical room.
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It is recommended to install a backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Install an expansion tank for the water heater serving
the main lobby toilets. Replace the existing water heaters with one high‐
efficiency, condensing, modulating gas water heater. Set the leaving
temperature of the new main water heater to 140 degrees F (doing this
will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE
1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves throughout the
facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water. The existing
thermostatic mixing valve serving the kitchen area shall remain. The
existing hot water piping shall be intercepted and tied into the new water
heater system. Install a hot water recirculation pump on the domestic
water heating system and modify the existing domestic hot water piping
to loop it back to the new recirculation pump.
Replace all electric water coolers.
Install a new in‐floor grease interceptor and do a camera inspection of
the sanitary piping downstream of the interceptor to verify if there is
grease in the line.
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
Building D
The 1” domestic water service has no backflow prevention.
The water heater that serves this facility is an AO Smith 50 gallon gas
water heater. There is no expansion tank or hot water recirculation
system installed on this system. There are no thermostatic mixing valves
installed on this domestic hot water system.
The water closets are manual flush valve type fixtures. The lavatories and
break room sinks have manual faucets. The urinals have manual flush
valves. The plumbing fixtures are in fair condition. The electric water
coolers are in need of replacement.
The gutters and downspouts are in fairly good condition.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Install an expansion tank for the water heater serving
this facility. Set the leaving temperature of the water heater to 140
degrees F (doing this will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the
system). Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves
throughout the facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water.
Install a hot water recirculation pump on the main domestic water
heating system and modify the existing domestic hot water piping to loop
it back to the new recirculation pump.
Replace all electric water coolers.
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The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
Building E
The 2” domestic water service has no backflow prevention.
The majority of the domestic water and sanitary sewer and vent piping is
galvanized pipe.
The water heater that serves this facility is a Rheem 50 gallon gas water
heater. There is no expansion tank or hot water recirculation system
installed on this system. There are no thermostatic mixing valves installed
on this domestic hot water system.
The water closets are flush tank type fixtures. The lavatories and break
room sinks have manual faucets. The urinals have manual flush valves.
The electric water coolers need replaced. All of the plumbing fixtures are
in need of replacement.
There is a 4” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The
main line enters the building in the corner of the Men’s Toilet in the
basement.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Install an expansion tank for the water heater serving
this facility. Replace the existing 50 gallon gas water heater with a new
one of same size and capacity. Set the leaving temperature of the new
main water heater to 140 degrees F (doing this will eliminate the threat
of legionella growth in the system). Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use
thermostatic mixing valves throughout the facility at each plumbing
fixture requiring hot water. Install a hot water recirculation pump on the
main domestic water heating system and modify the existing domestic
hot water piping to loop it back to the new recirculation pump.
Replace all the galvanized domestic water piping throughout the facility
and replace with copper. Replace all the galvanized sanitary sewer and
vent piping throughout the facility with cast iron no‐hub.
Replace all the plumbing fixtures and electric water coolers throughout
the facility.
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
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LIBRARY AT GREENBRIER VALLEY CAMPUS ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
New River Community and Technical College houses their library for the
Greenbrier Valley Campus in the Town of Lewisburg’s historic library
building located at 129 Courtney Drive across the street from Greenbrier
Hall.
The historic library is on The National Registry of Historic Places. It was
erected in 1834 as a library building for use of the Supreme Court of
Appeals of Virginia. The building was restored in 1940. New River CTC
leases this building from Lewisburg.
The two‐story building is filled with stacks of books. Utilities are located
in the basement. A quiet study area is located on the second floor.
During our on‐site investigation, it appears the library is not frequented
by the students. The building is in close proximity to the public library.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
This building is not ADA accessible. Due to the historic nature of the
building, ADA improvements are not recommended.
INTERIOR
The layout of the building is not conducive to accommodate a modern
library layout which is needed in this technology age. The floor at the
second floor stack area appears to be significantly bowed. It is
recommended that a structural engineer inspect the second floor framing
that is supporting the stacks of books.

ELECTRICAL
The electrical system consists of an exterior 200A 120/208V 1ph GE main
panel. This main panel serves the exterior HVAC system located next to it
and a 100A 1ph Square D interior panel. The interior panel is located in a
closet under the stairs.
There was no emergency lighting located in this building. It is
recommended to add emergency wall packs and exit signs.
The lighting consists mainly of incandescent with some fluorescent type.
It is recommended to change the lighting fixtures out to LED type. The
lighting is controlled by typical toggle switches. It is recommended to
add occupancy sensors to reduced energy consumption.
There is no fire alarm system in the building. There are some smoke
detectors installed however.
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MECHANICAL
The HVAC system was more emblematic of a residential type design. The
building was provided with two (2) 3 ton, R‐410A DX, split system, 80%
efficient gas‐fired Frigidaire furnaces and condensing units. The
condensing units were located on grade at either end of the building.
The equipment appeared to be in good working order. There was a
furnace in the basement and one in the attic. The basement unit served
the first floor through floor registers. The attic unit served the second
floor through ceiling registers. No code required ventilation was
provided to either unit. There were light switch activated ceiling exhaust
fans in each toilet room. No humidification/dehumidification equipment
or controls were observed and are important to storing books and paper.
It is recommended to investigate providing ventilation and
humidification/dehumidification equipment if the building is to be
occupied.
PLUMBING
The ¾” domestic water service has no backflow prevention. There is a
Rheem 40 gallon electric water heater serving this facility. There is no
expansion tank installed on the water heater. There are no thermostatic
mixing valves installed on the domestic hot water system.
The lavatories have manual faucets. The water closets are flush tank type
fixtures. The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.
There is a 1” low pressure natural gas service serving this facility. The gas
meter and main shut‐off valve is in the basement of this building.
The gutters and downspouts are in good condition.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer on the main water
service entrance. Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic
mixing valves under each lavatory to protect against scalding water
temperatures. Install an expansion tank for the existing electric water
heater.
FIRE PROTECTION
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building.
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NICHOLAS COUNTY CAMPUS ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
The main Nicholas County Campus building is located in Summersville,
WV directly off of Rt. 19. The 11‐acre campus consists of the main
academic building and a faculty office building. The one‐story 10,000 sqft
building with a white brick façade was dedicated in 1986. A much needed
8,000 sf addition was completed in 1998. The building was originally built
as the Nicholas County Center for Glenville State College.
The Nicholas County Campus houses several classrooms, two computer
classrooms, a science lab, student commons area, as well as
administration functions. The building’s materials consist of brick on the
exterior, and concrete masonry unit walls and vinyl tile for the interior.
The layout of the building is easy to navigate with classrooms flanking
both sides of a central corridor. The faculty building was added to fill a
need for faculty offices. This building sits adjacent to the parking lot and
the western side of the main entrance.
This non‐sprinklered building has not seen a significant renovation since
initial construction. Although the wall and floor finishes are dated, the
building is very well maintained. The original 1986 roof is in need of
replacement.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
The main entrance is ADA accessible and ADA operators are available.
The faculty office building has an ADA accessible ramp, but not ADA
operators. Handicap parking is within close proximity to the entrance,
and the entrance path is ADA accessible. The parking lot is in need of
repaving.
It is suggested to continue the New River CTC branding by adding an
exterior sign at the entrance that is in similar in quality and design to the
Raleigh County Campus.
INTERIOR
The interior of the building has remained almost unchanged since initial
construction. Some spaces have been reworked to accommodate new
programs and functions. The finishes are dated, but have been
maintained well. A student lounge is located in the rear corner of the
building. The furnishings in the student lounge and waiting areas have
not been updated. The interior signage is inconsistent throughout the
building. Several stained ceilings tiles are present due to the
deterioration of the roof.
CAMPUS FORUM
The comments about the Nicholas County Campus mainly consisted of
the dislike of the faculty office building, the good location of the campus,
and working on the data technology and IVN software for a smoother
educational experience.
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ELECTRICAL
The electrical system of the main building consists of a pad mounted
transformer located behind the building that feeds a 1200A 120/208V
3ph GE main distribution panel on the interior of the back of the building.
This main distribution panel then feeds several Square D and GE
subpanels. The electrical system for the faculty trailer is fed from the
same pad mounted trailer. There are two 150A 1ph Cutler Hammer
loadcenters. The electrical systems for the main building and faculty
trailer are both in good condition
The emergency lighting in both spaces is handled with emergency
wallpacks. Many of the exit signs also have integral emergency heads.
Some of these exit sign power remote emergency heads on the exterior
of the building.
The lighting in the main building is mostly recessed fluorescent type with
surface mounted fluorescent lighting in the faculty trailer. There are
some incandescent lighting on the exterior of the main building and
faculty building. Both spaces have HID lighting in the parking lot and/or
mounted on the building. The lighting is control by typical toggle
switches in both spaces. It is recommended to add occupancy sensors to
the main building to reduce energy cost. For the faculty trailer,
occupancy sensors may be beneficial if the space is planned to be used by
the college for an extended period of time. Wall mounted occupancy
sensors in offices and restrooms may be the easiest to retrofit.
The fire alarm control panel in the main building is an EST Fireshield. This
fire alarm control panel communicates with wall mounted and ceiling
mounted notification devices and wall mounted pull stations. There is
also remote annunciator panel at the main entrance. This system is not
in need of any updates. The faculty trailer does not have a fire alarm
system.
MECHANICAL
Main Campus Building
The facility was divided into two distinct spaces ‐ the original building and
an addition. The original building HVAC was mainly served by Trane
packaged terminal air conditioners (PTAC). The PTAC units are mounted
in the walls, typically beneath a window. The units are heat pump type
air conditioners with supplemental electric heaters. Each unit has an
exterior louver for heat transfer and the introduction of a small amount
of ventilation air. Most spaces had a small, approximately 8”x24”
transfer grille in the ceiling to allow pressurized ventilation air into the
ceiling plenum and then released out the building through roof mounted
relief air hoods. The PTACs and louvers all appeared to be newer and in
good condition. Each PTAC was provided with a wall‐mounted, 7 day
programmable thermostat. The central portion of the original building
was served by a Carrier, 5 ton, split system, DX fan coil unit. The fan coil
unit was heat pump AC with supplemental electric heat. The condensing
unit was located on the roof above. Supply air was ducted to each space
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and the return duct stubbed above the ceiling to a return air ceiling
plenum. The fan coil unit was controlled by a wall‐mounted, 7 day
programmable thermostat and all equipment appeared to be newer and
in good condition. The HVAC for the addition to the facility was mainly
provided by ten (10) Carrier, 4‐5 ton, packaged DX, gas heat roof top
units. Low pressure gas piping served each unit and each unit had two
isolation valves. Each unit was provided with a ventilation air intake
hood. Only one unit appeared to be new and the rest appeared to be
reaching the end of their expected service life. Units were designed to
serve single classrooms, meeting room or a few, grouped office spaces.
Supply air was ducted to each space and there was a return air ceiling
plenum. Each RTU was provided with a wall‐mounted, 7 day
programmable thermostat. There was one exhaust fume hood with a
dedicated exhaust fan operated by a switch at the fume hood. Certified
testing and inspection was last performed in 1998. The exhaust ductwork
inside and on the roof to the exhaust fan appeared to be galvanized with
insulation on the exterior ductwork. The ductwork on the discharge of
the exhaust fan appeared to be stainless steel. The utility set exhaust fan
appeared to be aged, but was provided with the proper discharge
plenum with guy wires. The main DATA/IT closet was provided with a
small, non‐commercial grade dedicated cooling unit with flexible
ductwork transferring the heat to the ceiling plenum. The room also
contained a diffuser from the RTU serving the adjacent classroom. That
diffuser may provide heated air when the classroom is calling for heating,
conflicting with the space dedicated AC unit.
The main Men’s and Women’s multi‐user toilet rooms were served by
one roof‐mounted exhaust fan, ducted to each space and controlled by
the light switch in the Men’s room. The exhaust fan was squealing and
possibly in need of a belt change. We were unable to access the toilet
rooms off the large conference room as it was occupied. Sidewall,
ventilation exhaust was installed for the maintenance office/main
electrical service room. Several, abandoned thermostats containing
mercury were observed. Electric wall or ceiling heaters were observed at
all main entrances to the facility.
It is recommended to budget for the replacement of the remaining 9
RTUs over the next few years and provide each RTU with full economizer
cooling. Install a dedicated, wall mounted air conditioning unit for the
main DATA/IT closet and remove the ceiling supply diffuser. Remove and
properly dispose of all abandoned thermostats containing mercury.
Clean and paint the gas pipe on the roof to extend its expected service
life. Provide time clock control for the gang toilet
Faculty Office Trailer
There were two (2) packaged, exterior, wall‐mounted BARD units serving
the trailer. The units had ducted supply air and plenum return air, with
one unit serving each side of the trailer. Each BARD unit was controlled
by a wall‐mounted, 7 day programmable thermostat. A stand‐alone
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dehumidifier was installed adjacent to the main printing station. The
Men’s and Women’s bathrooms were provided with a light switch
activated ceiling exhaust fan.

PLUMBING
Main Campus Building
The 1‐1/2” domestic water service has no backflow prevention.
In each toilet at the main lobby entrance, there is a AO Smith 6 gallon
electric water heater located under the countertop to serve two
lavatories. There is no expansion tank installed on either water heater
serving these areas. There are no thermostatic mixing valves installed on
the hot water system. The relief valve piping for each water heater
terminates inside the casework.
The main water heater that serves the facility, with the exception of the
main lobby toilets, is an AO Smith 75 gallon gas water heater with an
expansion tank. Currently, there is no hot water recirculation for this
system. There are no thermostatic mixing valves installed on the hot
water system.
All the water closets throughout the facility are flush tank type fixtures.
All the lavatories have manual faucets as well as the break room sinks.
The urinals have manual flush valves. The plumbing fixtures are in good
condition.
The science lab classroom is equipped with a safety shower and an eye
wash station. Each sink has a gooseneck type faucet with a gas cock. The
branch sanitary piping serving the sinks is rated for acid‐waste use. The
sanitary lines associated with the lab sinks discharge into an in‐floor acid
neutralizing tank. There is a wall mounted emergency gas shut‐off switch
to turn off the gas supply to the classroom in case of an emergency. The
underground branch gas lines routed to the science lab plumbing fixtures
are routed inside a larger conduit, however these conduits are not sealed
and vented to the outside.
The janitor sink in the main janitorial closet was previously served by an
electric water heater that has been removed. There is only cold water
piping connected to this fixture.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer at the main water
service entrance. Install an expansion tank for each water heater serving
the main lobby toilets. Replace the water heaters serving the main lobby
toilets with point‐of‐use instantaneous electric type water heaters
located under each countertop and set the leaving hot water
temperature to 105 degrees F. Replace the existing main water heater
with a high‐efficiency, condensing, modulating gas water heater. Set the
leaving temperature of the new main water heater to 140 degrees F.
(doing this will eliminate the threat of legionella growth in the system).
Install ASSE 1070 rated point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves
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throughout the facility at each plumbing fixture requiring hot water.
Install ASSE 1071 rated emergency thermostatic mixing valves on all
safety showers and eye wash stations throughout the facility. Install a hot
water recirculation pump on the main domestic water heating system
and modify the existing domestic hot water piping to loop it back to the
new recirculation pump. The janitor sink located in the main janitorial
closet needs a new branch domestic hot water line. This can be
accomplished by extending the branch domestic hot water line from the
fixture to the main domestic hot water line above the corridor ceiling.
Faculty Office Trailer
The ¾” domestic water service is fed from the Nicholas County Campus
(NCC) facility’s water service. The NCC water service has no backflow
prevention.
There is a Whirlpool 12 gallon electric water heater serving this facility.
There is no expansion tank installed on the water heater. There are no
thermostatic mixing valves installed on the domestic hot water system.
The lavatories have manual faucets. The water closets are flush tank type
fixtures. The plumbing fixtures are in good condition.
It is recommended to install a backflow preventer on the main water
service entrance at the Nicholas County Campus. Install ASSE 1070 rated
point‐of‐use thermostatic mixing valves under each lavatory to protect
against scalding water temperatures. Install an expansion tank for the
existing electric water heater.
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
FIRE PROTECTION
The facility is currently not sprinklered. Fire extinguishers were observed
throughout the building. It is recommended to install a sprinkler system
for the facility.
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ALLIED HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER BUILDING ASSESSMENT
BACKGROUND
New River Community and Technical College leases space in a
commercial area of Summersville with easy access from Rt. 19. The space
occupies three storefronts in a strip mall at approximately 4,800 sqft.
The space consists of several classroom and office spaces, three private
restrooms, storage, and support spaces. The space is sprinklered.
BUILDING ENTRANCE
New River CTC signage is located on the strip mall monument sign as well
as on the building, making the building easy to find from the road.
Additional signage from Rt. 19 would be helpful for visitors.
The strip mall parking lot has handicap spaces and the sidewalk and
entrance to the one‐story building are ADA accessible.
INTERIOR
The interior finishes are in good condition. The floor finishes include vinyl
tile in the hallway, classrooms, and restrooms, and carpet in the offices.
The walls are painted gypsum board and the ceilings are acoustical tile.
The front windows are single‐pane glass which create an uncomfortable
interior environment when in close proximity to the windows.
During the campus forums, several faculty mentioned the need for lab
space in the Allied Health building.
ELECTRICAL
The Allied Health space has three 120/208V 3ph GE subpanels fed from a
larger system in the overall building. These panels include two 125A and
one 225A. One of these panels is located in a bathroom.
The emergency lighting is handled with emergency wallpacks. Many of
the exit signs also have integral emergency heads.
The lighting in the Allied Health space is mostly recessed fluorescent
type. HID type lighting is mounted on the exterior of the rear of the
building and under the front canopy. The lighting is control by typical
toggle switches. The addition of occupancy sensors may be beneficial if
the space is planned to be used by the college for an extended period of
time.
The Allied Health leased space has Edwards fire alarm devices that are
part of an overall system located in a different space of the building. This
system consist of wall mounted and ceiling mounted notification devices
and wall mounted pull stations.
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MECHANICAL
This is a leased space and access to mechanical equipment was limited.
The tenant is occupying three spaces within a retail strip mall. Each of
the three spaces has a packaged, DX cooling and gas heating roof top
unit. Although tenant is occupying three spaces, there were only two
active gas meters. It is assumed one meter is serving two RTUs, or one
RTU does not have heat. RTUs have ducted supply air serving ceiling
diffusers and the main return grilles were ducted to the unit. There were
several open return grilles, but it is questionable if the space has a code‐
compliant plenum ceiling. Each RTU is provided with a wall‐mounted, 7‐
day programmable thermostat. No electric heaters or supplemental heat
was observed at the main entrances. Toilet rooms were provided with
light switch activated ceiling exhaust fans.
It is recommended to poll your staff and students that frequent the
location and determine what issues/complaints exist with the HVAC (hot,
cold, drafty, etc.) at the facility and deal directly with the Landlord to
resolve and improve. Speak to the woman near the main front door,
sitting adjacent to single pane glass and needing to operate a small
electric heater to maintain a normal space temperature.
PLUMBING
The water closets are flush tank type. The lavatories have manual
faucets. All plumbing fixtures are in good working condition. There are no
thermostatic mixing valves on the lavatories.
It is recommended to install thermostatic mixing valves on all plumbing
fixtures requiring hot water.
FIRE PROTECTION
The building has a complete fire protection sprinkler system.
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ENROLLMENT AND DEMOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT
ENROLLMENT
Enrollment has declined in recent years, and is projected to remain near
the current enrollment until 2020. Particularly, the full time enrollment of
high school students, prisoners, and special students has declined since
its peak in 2012‐2013. The majority of Community and Technical Colleges
in the state of West Virginia have seen a decline since 2010.
When looking at enrollment by location, several locations have seen an
increase in enrollment. The Mercer County Campus and the Advanced
Technology Center in Ghent have seen an increase in student population.
The Greenbrier Valley Campus and the Nicholas County Campus both
have declined in their contribution to the total enrollment. The Raleigh
County Campus has remained steady.
DEMOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT
New River CTC is a gateway for both traditional and non‐traditional age
students. Partnering with programs like the Workforce training programs
allows the College to attract non‐traditional students who are seeking a
certification with an accelerated technical program. New River CTC
provides access to students that are currently underserved by the four‐
year colleges.
ADDITIONAL GROWTH AREAS
On‐line programs will continue to be growth areas for the college,
creating the need for more state‐of‐the‐art distance learning facilities and
support spaces. The data networks and infrastructure at each physical
location will need to stay current to ensure secure and quick access for
online students.
SUMMARY
As the projected enrollment in upcoming years is lower than the
enrollment previously supported by the campus, the focus of the Campus
Development Plan is to maintain and improve their existing facilities,
while sustaining a continued effort for increased enrollment.
Below is the past Annual Headcount Enrollment by year:
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
2,879
3,885
4,315
4,682
4,268

Attached is additional enrollment information provided by New River
CTC, which categorizes enrollment by campus.
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Below are the projections for Spring plus Fall enrollment of distinct student counts and for financial FTE
based on 12 credit hour load as a full-time student. These projections assume the number of incoming
students and our retention rates will remain steady over the coming years. Historical data for dual
enrollment, Prison, and other “Special” students and enrollment during summer terms are reported
separately on the following page. The impact of retention initiatives and new programs such as Medical
Laboratory Technology, Culinary Arts, Massage Therapy, and Registered Nursing are not considered.
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3
DEFERRED MAINTENANCE PROJECTS
Below is a comprehensive list of deferred maintenance projects at New River
CTC that has been supplied by the Director of Facilities.

GREENBRIER VALLEY CAMPUS





Main Building: Boiler #1 Repair
Lee Street Complex Building A: Steam Boiler Replacement
Art/Science Building: Back parking lot and Additional exterior lighting
Maintenance Preventative contracts on elevators and heating/AC Units

MERCER COUNTY CAMPUS





Main Campus Building: Lower Floor remodeled, enclosure of
maintenance room in reference to fire resistance and smoke access
Exterior parking lot lighting repaired/replaced.
Elevator inspection and pump access for front elevator
Maintenance Preventative contracts on elevators and heating/AC Units

NICHOLAS COUNTY CAMPUS





Main Campus Building Roof Repair/Replacement
Parking Lot Repairs: Main Campus Building front lot
Main Campus: Back Door and Exterior sidewalk/pad:Needs replaced
Maintenance Preventative contracts on heating/AC Units

RALEIGH COUNTY CAMPUS





USDA Building: Fire Suppression System repairs, Water line repairs,
general clean up/paint, and Conference Room restroom pumping system
needs repaired.
Main Campus: Back entrance exterior lighting needed for back sidewalk
Maintenance Preventative contracts on elevator and heating/AC Units

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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EXISTING BUILDING NEEDS
Below is a comprehensive list of buildings needs at New River Community
and Technical College for each facility that was assessed. The cost
estimate supplied for each building includes overhead and profit for the
general contractor plus a small contingency. This price reflects the
amount needed to bring the building up to current codes and to the
quality which is standard of a Higher Education campus building.

Raleigh County Campus
□
□
□

Advanced Technology Center
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan

$127,000

93,000 SF

$769,000

Roof Repair ($80,000)
Improved Lighting in Welding Shop ($2,000)
Emergency Lighting in Welding Shop ($500)
Minimal Automatic Lighting Controls ($1,500)
Elevator ($400,000)
New fire pump and tank ($200,000)
Domestic backflow preventer ($3,000)
Domestic recirculation pump and associated piping ($5,000)
Domestic water heater expansion tank ($1,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($6,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($12,000)
Parking Lot Pavement/Lighting ($60,000)
Security Gate ($10,000)

Nicholas County Campus
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

50,000 SF

Student Lounge Furniture ($100,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($12,000)
Rear entrance exterior lighting ($15,000)

18,000 SF

$2,136,500

Building Addition ($1,300,000)
Roof Replacement ($300,000)
FF&E Upgrade ($75,000)
Minor Exterior Lighting Upgrades ($500)
Automatic Lighting Controls ($3,000)
RTU Replacement ‐ $35,000 per RTU ($315,000)
DATA/IT dedicated cooling unit ($25,000)
Domestic Backflow Preventer ($2,000)
High efficient gas water heater ($10,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($12,000)
Domestic recirculation pump and associated piping ($5,000)
Instantaneous point‐of‐use water heaters in lobby ($7,000)
Sprinkler system ($72,000)
Parking Lot Repairs ($10,000)
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Mercer County Campus
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Art & Sciences Building
□
□
□
□
□
□

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan

30,000 SF

$286,000

48,000 SF

$494,000

Minor Lighting Updates ($3,000)
Automatic Lighting Controls ($15,000)
High efficient gas water heater ($10,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($12,000)
High efficient gas water heater ($10,000)
Sump pump ($5,000)
Cosmetology code‐required exhaust ($30,000)
Air Handling Unit Repairs ($30,000)
Boiler Replacement ($100,000)
Chiller Replacement ($275,000)

Machine Tool Technology Center
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

$2,248,000

Purchase Furniture ($75,000)
UV paint on exterior insulation ($4000)
Make‐up air unit for the Kitchen ($175,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($12,000)
Acid neutralizing tank for dark room sinks ($5,000)
Exterior Lighting ($15,000)

Greenbrier Hall
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

18,500 SF

Interior Renovation ($1,200,000)
Exterior Lighting/Improvements ($800,000)
Elevator Telephone Lines ($1,000)
FF&E Upgrade ($45,000)
Lighting Efficiency Upgrades ($30,000)
Automatic Lighting Controls ($5,000)
Domestic Backflow Preventer ($2,000)
High efficient gas water heater ($10,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($6,000)
Sprinkler system ($148,000)
Roof Drain Strainers ($1,000)

6,000 SF

$635,500

ADA Accessibility/Elevator ($500,000)
Additional Emergency Lighting ($1,000)
Automatic Lighting Controls in Limited Spaces ($500)
Proper welding exhaust ($75,000)
Domestic Backflow Preventer ($2,000)
ASSE 1070 valves on all lavatories and sinks ($6,000)
Domestic recirculation pump and associated piping ($5,000)
Domestic water heater expansion tanks ($2,000)
Replace PVC domestic water piping with copper ($20,000)
Sprinkler system ($24,000)
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*USDA Property
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

42,616 SF

$1,602,000

Handicapped Parking ($20,000)
Roof Replacement ($300,000)
Interior Renovation, including Mold Investigation ($1,000,000)
Emergency Lighting Equipment including Generator Replacement ($55,000)
Lighting Controls ($10,000)
Chiller and Boiler Start‐Up ($8,000)
Domestic Backflow Preventer ($4,000)
Replace Sewage Ejector ($5,000)
Install thermostatic mixing valves ($17,000)
Install Emergency Shutdown Switch for gas serving each lab ($6,000)
Repair Leaks in Water Piping ($5,000)
Sprinkler System ($170,000)
Install Expansion Tank on Water Heater ($2,000)

*The price for this property does not include the price of renovations to
accommodate new programs at this location. The price reflects the amount
needed to bring the building up to the current codes and to the quality standard of
a Higher Education campus building.

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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MAJOR SITE IMPROVEMENTS
CIRCULATION OVERVIEW
New River Community and Technical College is a commuter college, so
the primary focus is vehicular circulation. Pedestrian circulation is
generally limited to parking a car in close proximity to the academic
building and walking on the sidewalk to the main entrance. For this
reason, our main focus is on Vehicular Circulation.
Permanent directional wayfinding signage is needed at all campus
locations. Several locations have directional signs on the main access
road, but secondary directional signs are needed to keep visitors on the
correct path. Mercer County Campus is in great need of directional
wayfinding signage.
A new campus entry feature will be installed at each campus near its
entrance. The entry feature will create a gateway feature onto campus
and would consist of signage, landscaping, and a change in masonry
material to reflect the aesthetic at each location. This will provide the
visitor with a familiar place mark that is associated with New River CTC.

SITE IMPROVEMENTS
Mercer County Campus ‐ The previous use of the Mercer County Campus
building was a bank. The drive‐thru structure should be demolished. The
parking lot in that area should be regraded and restriped to help engage
the lower level of the building, should it ever be renovated into
classrooms and faculty offices.
New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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Advanced Technology Center – The current parking lot of the Advanced
Technology Center is gravel with minimal Exterior Lighting. The site
improvements at this location would include paving the remainder of the
parking and adding exterior lighting. A security gate at the entrance
would keep unwanted visitors away during closed business hours.
Nicholas County Campus – The front parking lot is in need of repairs.
Raleigh County Campus – The rear entrance to this building needs
upgraded Exterior Lighting.
Arts & Sciences Building – Additional Exterior Lighting overall and in the
rear parking lot is needed.

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
GAS SERVICE
Most of the buildings owned by New River CTC currently have gas service.
The properties that do not are:
Machine Tool Technology Center
Beckley Center for Rehabilitation Services
WATER SERVICE
There are currently several buildings owned by New River CTC that do not
have a sprinkler system. These properties are:
Nicholas County Campus
Mercer County Campus
Machine Tool Technology Center
USDA Property
The fire pump at the Advanced Technology Center needs replaced. This
building has a fire pump which is in a dedicated room outside of the
facility. The fire pump gets its water from a pond that is adjacent to the
fire pump building. The fire pump building has a sump pump that is
currently not working. It is recommended that the fire pump be replaced
as well as the sump pump in the pit. A fire water tank shall be installed
for the fire system water source. The existing fire protection piping shall
be inspected to determine if the pond water has deteriorated the interior
of the piping. If it has, it will need to be replaced.

ELECTRIC SERVICE
The electric service for the Welding Shop at the Advanced Technology
Center in Ghent is fed from a sub panel from the main building. Welding
machines can use a lot of electricity for short periods of time. There were
around 8 welding stations. At the current time of our building
assessment, the circuit breaker has not tripped. There may be a future
need for an upgrade in feeder size from the main building to serve the
welding shop or for the welding shop to get its own service.
At the Campus Forum held at the Nicholas County Campus, several
faculty and students mentioned problems with the data network and
internet service. It is advised to assess the current facility’s data needs.

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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PROPERTY ACQUISITION BOUNDARIES
New River Community and Technical College is not currently pursuing the
acquisition of new properties. The College has plans to consolidate their
properties over the next several years. The following properties are
planned to be consolidated:
1.
2.

3.

The Allied Health Nursing Program building will be consolidated into
the main Nicholas County Campus Building.
In Greenbrier County, the Lee Street Complex will not be utilized and
all programs will be moved to the Arts & Sciences Building. The
rented Library building will be vacated. Options include moving the
Library to another building, or utilizing space in the adjacent
Greenbrier County Public Library. The existing Machine Tool
Technology Center will be vacated and a new Advanced Technology
Center in Lewisburg will be built on approximately 5 acres of the
Salisbury Farm. The remainder of the Salisbury Farm will be sold,
pending review of the Deed Restrictions.
In Raleigh County, the Beckley Center for Rehabilitation Services was
vacated in June 2016 and those services were moved to the main
Raleigh County Campus building. An evaluation of future programs
to be held at the USDA Property will be conducted, and the future of
this property will be decided at that time.

The goal of consolidating these properties is to relieve New River CTC of
the cost and responsibility of maintaining buildings that are currently
being underutilized.

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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NEW FACILITIES AND BUILDING SITES
Although New River Community and Technical College’s main focus over
the next ten years is to consolidate facilities and work on deferred
maintenance of existing buildings, the Master Plan designates two new
construction projects. The projects include a New Advanced Technology
Center in Lewisburg, and an addition to the Nicholas County Campus.
These projects are listed for long range planning purposes.
1.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN LEWISBURG (25,000 SF) ‐
$7.5M

This New Advanced Technology Center in Lewisburg will replace the
leased Machine Tool Technology Center on Houfnoggle Rd which is in
great need of a significant renovation to bring the building up to a Higher
Education quality. The new building will be located on a portion of the
Salisbury Farm, which is already owned by the College.
The new building will comprise of classrooms and offices toward the
front of the building with the high‐bay Garage spaces toward the rear of
the building. The high‐bay Garage spaces will be designed with movable
partitions which will allow flexibility with proposed programs.

.

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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2.

ADDITION TO NICHOLAS COUNTY CAMPUS (6,000 SF) ‐ $1.3M

The addition to the Nicholas County Campus main building will replace
the Faculty Office trailer and the Allied Health leased space. The
approximate 6,000 sf addition will comprise of faculty offices, classroom
space, and two laboratory classrooms. The new addition will create a
courtyard around the current administration offices, and a secondary
entrance will be located off the rear parking lot.

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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LIST of CAPITAL PROJECTS
The main priority of New River CTC over the next ten years will be to
focus on the efficient use of buildings and resources and to focus on the
deferred maintenance of the existing buildings.
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
Greenbrier Valley Campus – Maintain
Arts and Sciences Building – Maintain
Lee Street Complex – Vacate. Move programs to Arts & Science Building.
Salisbury Farm – Approximately 5 acres will be used for the New
Advanced Technology Center. The Deed Restrictions will be reviewed and
the remainder of property will be sold if the deed allows.
Library (old Pink) – Vacate
Machine Tool Technology Center – Vacate. Move to New Advanced
Technology Center.
Nicholas County Campus – Maintain. Plan for 6,000 sf Addition.



Allied Health Nursing Program – Vacate. Move to new Addition.
Faculty Office Trailer – Vacate. Move to new Addition.

Mercer County Campus – Prior to making any investments into the
facility, New River CTC will examine the long‐term viability of continuing
to lease the Mercer County Campus.
Raleigh County Campus – Maintain
USDA Property – Within the next year New River CTC will conduct an
additional investigation into the viability and need for the USDA facility,
which will include both a programmatic and economic analysis. If the
analysis does not support the need for the facility, it will be disposed of
as permitted by the agreement with the USDA.
Beckley Center for Rehab Services – Vacated in May 2016.
Advanced Technology Center – Within the next year New River CTC will
evaluate the needs of Center and compare the needs and programs with
the future use of the USDA property.
NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS



Addition to Nicholas County Campus
New Advanced Technology Center in Lewisburg

SITE ENHANCEMENTS

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan
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TIMING, PHASING, AND PROJECTED COSTS
In order for the Master Plan to be appropriately implemented and funded
over time, timing estimates with associated costs were identified. These
estimates provide a sequence of construction, allowing capital projects to
be built to accommodate the ongoing needs New River Community and
Technical College. The planned projects have been identified starting
with immediate needs and include proposed construction through 2024.
The estimated scheduling for capital projects assume that funding
strategies will begin in 2016. The estimated scheduling also assumes that
the Master Plan will be implemented in multiple steps to allow for
ongoing operations and reduced interruption of activities on the
campuses. The project sequencing reflects the findings of the enrollment
and space projections.
PROJECTED COSTS
While several deferred maintenance and code‐compliance projects were
outlined in Section 4 ‘Existing Building Needs,’ outlined below are
deferred maintenance projects that are necessary for building operation.
Identified are the list of capital projects in order of priority and their
associated order of magnitude costs.
Phase 1: 2017
1.
2.

Nicholas County Campus ‐ Roof Replacement
Advanced Technology Center – Roof Repair

Cost Estimate
$300,000
$80,000

Phase 2: 2018‐2019
3.
4.
5.
6.

Greenbrier Hall – Boiler Replacement
Nicholas County Campus – Parking Lot Repairs
Advanced Technology Center – New Fire Pump/Tank
General Deferred Maintenance Projects

$100,000
$10,000
$200,000
$500,000

Phase 3: 2020‐2022
7.
8.
9.

Addition to Nicholas County Campus
Site Improvements – Entrance Signage at all Campuses
General Deferred Maintenance Projects

$1,300,000
$500,000
$500,000

Phase 4: 2023‐2026
10. New Advanced Technology Center in Lewisburg

TOTAL INVESTMENT

New River Community and Technical College Master Plan

$7,500,000

$10,990,000
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CAMPUS INTERACTION and SUPPORT
Campus Forums were held at each main campus location: Raleigh County
Campus, Nicholas County Campus, Mercer County Campus, and
Greenbrier Valley Campus. The feedback from these forums aide the
development of this Master Plan. Below is a synopsis of each Campus
Forum. The meeting minutes from each forum is also included.
RALEIGH COUNTY CAMPUS
Being the newest building of New River CTC, the participants at this
forum were grateful for the new building and new technology. Several
classes are now taught through IVN (Interface Video Network) and this
campus’ new technology works well for this application. The staff liked
how efficient the building is with all the employees under one roof.
Several attendees brought up the need for more campus recognition
signs and directional wayfinding signage. The building is sometimes
confused with the Erma Byrd Center, and once a visitor has exited off of I‐
64, more directional wayfinding signage is needed to get to the New
River CTC building. When the building was completed in 2014, the
construction team had to value engineer out several of the furnishings
and fixtures. Because of this, student lounge furniture is high on the
priority list.
NICHOLAS COUNTY CAMPUS
The Nicholas County forum was well attended by faculty, staff, and
students. The faculty feel that the faculty office building is not an
adequate option for faculty offices. They feel it prevents student/faculty
interaction and would like to have offices in the building. They like the
location of the building with easy access to shops and restaurants. The
building is situated directly off Rt. 19 and is adjacent to the public library.
The wooded lot provides a well landscaped atmosphere. The
maintenance crew that attended mentioned that the original roof is in
need of replacement. The students mentioned the difficulty of using the
online programs for submitted assignments and the IVN classes have
been problematic at this location. All in attendance would like to bring
the Allied Health program to the main building with the proper chemistry
and biology labs.
MERCER COUNTY CAMPUS
The participants had several positive statements about this location. This
building is in a great location near the center of town and close to several
amenities, including the local public library. The building is an open layout
which allows for much student and faculty interaction. But, the open
layout also means that several of the spaces do not have the proper
acoustical treatments. An open classroom in the middle of the space
needs minor renovations to close off the space for privacy. Although the
building has a “warm” atmosphere, an interior renovation will be
required to make the old bank building feel like a Higher Education
Building. Several participants mentioned the potential to expand into the
lower floor if needed. More directional signage from the interstate would
be beneficial.
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GREENBRIER VALLEY CAMPUS
The members of this forum loved the attractive buildings of this campus,
and how centrally located the buildings are in the downtown fabric. The
several underutilized buildings were a main topic of discussion: Lee Street
Complex and the Art & Science building. They would like to see better
signage to find the buildings around Lewisburg. Also, they feel that some
of their properties allow for an expansion of programs like agriculture,
electrical, mechanical, and masonry.
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IMPACT ON LOCAL COMMUNITY
With the implementation of the Master Plan, New River Community and
Technical College’s campus communities will derive positive benefits.
Input was collected from the respective Master Plan Committees for each
campus. Open meetings were held, publications outlined plans, and a
New River CTC Board of Governor’s Meeting was used to communicate
the vision to multiple constituencies.
Consolidating buildings and increasing ground and highway signage will
make it easier for visitors to locate the campuses of New River CTC.
In Lewisburg, The Lee Street Complex is currently hard to locate, and
does not have the quality that is expected of a Higher Education building.
By moving the programs from the Lee Street Complex to the Kyle and
Ann Fort Arts and Science Building, more students, faculty, and
community members will be able to congregate in the newly renovated,
state‐of‐the‐art facility. Vacating the Machine Tool Technology Center on
Houfnoggle Road and moving into a new Advanced Technology Center
will attract and educate new students in an area of West Virginia that can
greatly benefit from Workforce training programs.
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